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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, the complex Clifford algebra and its representation are in-
troduced as a foundation of our geometrical description of quantum states. 
An inner product and a metric are defined on the matrix representation in a 
natural way, so that it has the structure of a Hilbert space and a Riemannian 
manifold. In particular, the set of D x D pure density operators which de-
scribe n-qubit pure states, where D = 2n and n is a natural number, is char-
acterised as the set of D x D positive operators whose associated quadratic 
forms satisfy the Fierz identities and the normalisation condition. Then this 
set is, in fact, nothing but the complex projective space CP D-1 . Further-
more, the fibre bundle S2D-1 —> CP1-1 is derived from the construction of 
the space of D x D pure density operators, and its bundle projection pro-
vides the natural correspondence between the two formulations of quantum 
mechanics, namely, the state vector formulation and the density operator 
formulation. 
The single qubit state case and the two-qubit pure state case are ex-
plored intensively as examples. For the single qubit case, both pure and 
mixed states are discussed explicitly in terms of the Clifford algebra descrip-
tion along with the `mixedness' of a single qubit state, and the Riemannian 
structure of the space of single qubit pure density operators is examined. 
For the two-qubit case, the Clifford algebra description is discussed explic-
itly in relation to the Fierz identities, and, by employing the reduced density 
operators, it is shown that the concurrence of a two-qubit pure density op-
erator coincides with the `mixedness' of the reduced density operators. In 
addition, from this viewpoint, the "EPR paradox" is examined as a more 
geometrically precise illustrated example. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Historical background 
Since the birth of quantum mechanics at the beginning of the 20th century, 
the behaviour of systems exhibiting "entanglement" has puzzled many physi-
cists, and increasingly many people have realised its significance. Although 
more and more scientists have been involved in research on entanglement, 
there remains much scope for further investigation. 
However, during the first half of the last century, only a few physicists 
seem to have pointed out the importance of the concept of "entanglement". 
It would be fair to say that one of the first notable milestones of entanglement 
was set in 1935, by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR). Interestingly, their 
remarkable thought experiment called the "EPR paradox" was developed 
not to reveal the significance of entanglement but to demonstrate what they 
felt was a lack of completeness in quantum mechanics. 
They strongly believed that Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, which is 
a key idea of quantum mechanics and claims that it is impossible to mea-
sure simultaneously both the position and the momentum of a particle with 
certainty, is a symbolic consequence of the incompleteness of quantum me-
chanics. 
The logic of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen was as follows. Suppose that 
two particles are in the entangled state 
1 IB) = 	(1 0 ) AIO)B + 1 1 ) All)s) 
(known as the Bell state or EPR pair l ), where they could be light years 
apart, and Alice makes a measurement on the first particle and Bob on the 
second particle. If only one of them measures his or her own particle, its 
measurement outcome will be, say, either 0 or 1 with 50% probability. How-
ever, if one of them, say Alice, makes a measurement first, and after a short 
while Bob performs a measurement, then, surprisingly, Bob's measurement 
outcome seems to be affected by Alice's outcome. Namely, Bob will have 
exactly the same outcome as Alice without fail. Thus it seems that Bob's 
information, which says that his outcome is 0 (or 1), can be transmitted 
faster than the speed of light. On the other hand, Einstein had previously 
developed the theory of relativity, which says that nothing can travel faster 
1 We will see the rigorous definition for this object later in the thesis. 
1 
than the speed of light, and thus it clearly contradicts the above puzzling 
consequence. Therefore Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen claimed that, if we do 
not abandon relativity, it leads us to conclude that the quantum description 
of the two systems is incomplete, and there must be a "hidden-variable" to 
allow us to go beyond the uncertainty principle. 
Note that the original "EPR paradox" was discussed in the context of 
continuous variable systems (for example, using eigenstates of position and 
momentum) whereas the above description assumes finite-dimensional state 
spaces. The transcription to the finite-dimensional case was carried out by 
Bohm in the 1950s. 
This controversy had remained for many years until Bell proposed an 
experimental test, in 1964, which would be able to invalidate a local hidden-
variable hypothesis. He found various inequalities which joint measurement 
probabilities would satisfy if hidden variables existed, and showed that two 
entangled quantum systems would violate these inequalities. 
Here we are not going into the details of the Bell inequalities but the 
important point is that, contrary to Einstein's belief, quantum mechanics can 
violate these inequalities. Thus there can not exist any "hidden-variable", 
and this has been confirmed by experimental observations with many systems 
over last 30 years or so, especially in the work of Aspect. 
However, we must note that this violation of the Bell inequalities does 
not ruin the credentials of the theory of relativity since, in the "EPR para-
dox", Alice still has to send Bob her measurement outcome via a classical 
channel, which does not involve travelling faster than the speed of light. 
For more details, see a general reference on quantum mechanics [17], 
and references on the "EPR paradox" [8], [16] and [22]. 
1.2 Geometrical aspects of quantum entanglement 
Over the last decade, a significant number of physicists, in their books and 
papers, have dealt with geometrical aspects of entanglement. Some of them 
successfully described the spaces of quantum pure states as the Hopf bundles 
([15], [2] and [12]), whereas others provided extraordinarily concrete explana-
tions regarding the spaces of quantum pure states as the complex projective 
spaces ([3], [24]). 
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More precisely, Mosseri and Dandoloff, in their paper [151, used the first 
Hopf bundle S3 --+ S2 with complex numbers, and the second Hopf bundle 
S7 --+ S4 with quaternions, to describe the geometry of single qubit states 
and two-qubit pure states, respectively (see Appendix B for more details). 
Their results, together with the generalization to three qubits [2], seemed 
to suggest that we could have much better understanding of the geometry 
of entanglement by employing this fibre bundle description for n-qubit pure 
states. However, there is a significant difficulty in applying this idea for the 
higher dimensional cases, since it is well-known that there are only three 
Hopf bundles, namely, S3 —> S2 , S7 S4 and S 15 58 . 
Moreover this Hopf bundle description was developed in terms of dif-
ferential geometry by Levay 114 In particular, for the two-qubit pure state 
case, he described the second Hopf bundle 57 S4 by regarding S4 as the 
quaternionic projective space IFI1P1 endowed with the quaternionic generali-
sation of the Fubini-Study metric. 
On the other hand, Brody and Hughston [3], and 2yczkowski and Bengts-
son [24] considered the spaces of quantum pure states as the complex projec-
tive spaces CP', and described quantum entanglement in relation to projec-
tive geometry (or algebraic geometry in a broader sense). One of advantages 
of this approach seems to be that, unlike the Hopf bundle description, it 
can be applied to any n-qubit pure states, even though, in this case, the ge-
ometry of quantum states becomes more complicated than the Hopf bundle 
case. In addition, the formulations of quantum mechanics are based on the 
concept of complex Hilbert spaces. Therefore it seems to be more natural to 
consider geometry of quantum states in terms of complex geometry than to 
take `quaternionic' geometry into account. 
For these reasons, in this thesis we adopt the latter approach, namely 
the CP idea, even though we provide little rigorous discussion from the 
viewpoint of algebraic geometry. 
Moreover there is another key concept which we embrace in this thesis. 
Some physicists, such as Dietz [6], employed the Clifford algebras as a plat-
form for their discussion on quantum entanglement by 'embedding' quantum 
states in the algebras. This approach seems promising since an analogous 
discussion was successfully made, by Crawford [5], in the context of Dirac 
spinors along with the complex Clifford algebras, which may be another jus-
tification for our choice of the the CP' view. In fact, in this thesis, many of 
the ideas in Crawford's paper are taken up and rewritten in suitable styles 
for our context. 
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1.3 Organisation 
The organisation of this thesis is as follows. 
In Chapter 2, we review the two formulations of quantum mechanics: 
the state vector formulation and the density operator formulation together 
with some basic definitions for quantum states. Then we describe the "EPR 
paradox" in terms of these formulations. 
In Chapter 3, firstly we introduce the real Clifford algebra C1N( l'' ), 
where N = 2n and n is an arbitrary natural number, and its matrix repre-
sentation. Then we complexity- the algebra to obtain the complex Clifford 
algebra C/N(C), and also construct a Hermitian basis for its matrix repre-
sentation Mat(D, C), which is the matrix algebra of all D x D matrices, 
where D = 2n . 
In Chapter 4, an inner product and a metric are defined on the ma-
trix representation Mat(D,C) of C/N(C), so that it obtains structures of 
a complex Hilbert space and a Riemannian manifold simultaneously. Then 
we discuss the space QD of all D x D pure density operators in relation to 
the Fierz identities and the fibre bundle S 2D-1 --- CPD-1 . Lastly we show 
that the fibre bundle projection h : S2D-1 --4 CPD-1 is in fact the natural 
correspondence between the two formulations of quantum mechanics. 
In Chapter 5, we concentrate on the single qubit case, including both the 
pure and mixed state case, as the most simple example of our Clifford algebra 
description of quantum states. We discuss the single qubit case explicitly 
alongside the first Hopf bundle S 3 --+ S2 , and introduce a measurement 
for `mixedness' of a single qubit state. Also we show that the space Q2 
of all 2 x 2 pure density operators is naturally identified with the complex 
projective space CP 1 as a Riemannian manifold. 
In Chapter 6, we focus on the two-qubit pure state case. We give an 
explicit description of two-qubit pure states in relation to the Fierz identities 
and the reduced density operators. Also, we revisit the "EPR paradox" to 
describe it geometrically in terms of our Clifford algebra formulation. 
In Chapter 7, we give a summary of our discussion as a concluding 
chapter, together with several suggestions for possible further investigations. 
In addition, we provide the following three Appendices. 
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In Appendix A, we introduce the definition and several geometrical prop-
erties of the complex projective space CP', which plays a crucial role in this 
thesis. 
In Appendix B, we give a short summary of the Hopf bundle description 
for single qubit and two-qubit pure states presented by Mosseri and Dandoloff 
[15] to contrast it with our Clifford algebra description. 
In Appendix C, we show the details of the calculation to find 9 Fierz 
identities for the two-qubit pure state case. 
In this thesis, we assume that the reader is familiar with Dirac nota-
tion for quantum states, and also with basic formal properties of complex 
inner product spaces (the assumption of completeness is not needed in what 
follows as we deal with only finite-dimensional spaces2 ), topology and differ-
ential geometry. Geometrical definitions will be provided as they arise in the 
constructions; general references on topology, differential geometry, complex 
manifolds and fibre bundles are [18], [7], [9], [20], [10] and [21]. 
Lastly, note that, in this thesis, we adopt both Dirac ket notation 10) 
and the usual notation 11' for vectors, and use either of them depending on 
the situation. In principle, Dirac notation is chosen when the context of the 
discussion is restricted to quantum states, and the usual notation is employed 
for more general cases. 
2Every finite dimensional normed space is complete (for example, see [11]). Therefore 
every finite dimensional inner product space is complete, namely it is a Hilbert space. 
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2 Quantum mechanics and its postulates 
In the first section of this chapter, we review the two formulations of quantum 
mechanics, namely the state vector formulation and the density operator 
formulation, providing some basic definitions for quantum states. In the next 
section, we revisit the "EPR paradox" as an example, which was introduced 
in the introduction, and describe it in the languages of these formulations. 
2.1 State vector formulation and density operator formula-
tion 
The formulation of quantum mechanics is described mathematically by ei-
ther state vectors or density operators (matrices), and it turns out that the 
two formulations are mathematically equivalent. Here we introduce both 
of the formulations and, later in Chapter 4, we see in what way these two 
formulations are linked. 
To begin with, let us have a look at the state vector formulation along 
with the key postulates. The following presentation of the postulates of 
quantum mechanics is standard in many texts (see, for example, Sakurai 
[17]; we adopt the material from Nielsen and Chuang [16]). 
Postulate 1: Associated to any isolated physical system is a complex vector 
space with inner product (that is, a Hilbert space) known as the state 
space of the system. The system is completely described by its state 
vector, which is a unit vector in the system's state space. 
Postulate 2: The evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a 
unitary transformation. That is, the state 10) of the system at time 
t 1 is related to the state 0') of the system at time t2 by a unitary 
operator U which depends only on the time t1 and t2, 
FV) = Ukb). 
Postulate 3: Quantum measurements are described by a collection Mm of 
measurement operators. These are operators acting on the state 
space of the system being measured. The index m refers to the mea-
surement outcomes that may occur in the experiment. If the state of 
the quantum system is 10) immediately before the measurement, then 
the probability that result in occurs is given by 
P(m) = (01Mm tMm10), 
6 
and the state of the system after the measurement is 
WO)  
V(01Mm t Mmi0) 
The measurement operators satisfy the completeness equation, 
E mmtmm = I . 
Postulate 4: The state space of a composite physical system is the tensor 
product of the state space of the component physical systems. More-
over, if we have systems numbered 1 through k, and system number i 
is prepared in the state I0i ), then the joint state of the total system is 
kbi) 	i'02) 0 • • 	i0k). 
Remark. The matrix Mni t 114, becomes positive, and this guarantees that 
the probability p(m) is non-negative. To confirm this, put Iv) Mm 10). 
Then 
P(m) = (0Mm t Ani0) = <Vi(P> O. 
Furthermore the completeness equation expresses the fact that probabilities 
sum to one: 
Ep(m) = E (tPimmtmmo) = (ovio = (010) = 1 - 
Now we turn to the density operator version of the story (Nielson and 
Chuang [16]). 
Definition 2.1. Suppose that a quantum system is one of a number of 
states I0,), where i is an index, with respective probabilities pi . We shall 
call {pi,liPin an ensemble of pure states. The density operator (matrix) 
p for the system is defined by the equation 
P 
Remark. Importantly, it turns out that an operator p becomes the density 
operator associated with some ensemble {pi, OM if and only if it is a positive 
operator with a unit trace [16]. This means that we could alternatively define 
a density as a positive operator with trace one. Also note that the density 
operator p is Hermitian since every positive operator is Hermitian. 
Then, analogously to the state vector version, we have the following four 
postulates: 
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Postulate l': Associated to any isolated physical system is a complex vec-
tor space with inner product (that is, a Hilbert space) known as the 
state space of the system. The system is completely described by its 
density operator, which is a positive operator p with trace one, acting 
on the state space of the system. If a quantum system is in the state gi 
with probability pi, then the density operator for the system is E i pi gi . 
Postulate 2': The evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a 
unitary transformation. That is, the state p of the system at time t 1 is 
related to the state p' of the system at time t2 by a unitary operator 
U which depends only on the time t 1 and t2 , 
= U pUt 
Postulate 3': Quantum measurements are described by a collection Mm of 
measurement operators. These are operators acting on the state space 
of the system being measured. The index m refers to the measure-
ment outcomes that may occur in the experiments. If the state of the 
quantum system is p immediately before the measurement, then the 
probability that result m occurs is given by 
p(m) = tr(Mm t 114,p), 
and the state of the system after the measurement is 
AlmpM,i t 
tr (An t 
The measurement operators satisfy the completeness equation, 
mm tm„, 
Postulate 4': The state space of a composite physical system is the tensor 
product of the state space of the component physical systems. More-
over, if we have systems numbered 1 through k, and system number i 
is prepared in the state j, then the joint state of the total system is 
Pi 0 020 ' • • 0 Pk- 
Definition 2.2. A quantum system whose state 10) is known exactly is said 
to be in a pure state. In this case the density operator is simply p =10)(01. 
Otherwise, p is said to be in a mixed state; it is said to be a mixture of the 
different pure states in the ensemble for p. 
Remark. Clearly, p is in a pure state if and only if rank(p) = 1. This fact 
will be used frequently later in this thesis. 
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In addition, we have the following useful theorem and its corollary. 
Theorem 2.1. Let p be an arbitrary n x n non-zero positive operator. Then, 
tr(p2) < (tr(p)) 2 , with equality if and only if there exists an n-dimensional 
complex vector 17,l;) such that p =10(01. 
Proof. Since p is positive, we can assume that, with an appropriate orthonor-
mal basis {100 for the state space, 
P = 
where pi > 0. Therefore, by applying (0iI0j) = 
P2 = E 	 = Epi200(oil. 
Then, by the condition pi > 0 and the triangle inequality, 
2 
tr(p2 ) = Epi 2 5_ (Epi) 	= (tr(p)) 2 
i=1 	i=1 
Now, if there exists an n-dimensional complex vector 10) such that p = 
0)(01, then we can define 101) 10)/000) and add other (n — 1) unit 
vectors to make up an orthonormal basis th)}, which means that p1 = 
('kb) and pi = 0 for 2 < j < n. Therefore 
tr(P2 ) =131 2 = (00) 2 . 
However 
Hence 
tr(P) = tr(0)(01) = 
tr(p2 ) = (tr(p)) 2 
Conversely, if tr(p2) = (tr(p)) 2 , then 
Lin pi ) 2 
pi 2 	(V-"` 
i=1 	i=1 
(2.1) 
To satisfy this equality, there needs to be exactly one index j such that 
pj > 0 with the other pi's being zero. In fact, if pi > 0 and Pk > 0 with 
j k, then 
2 
E n2 < pi2 + 2PiPk 5_ (EPi) 
i=i 	i=i 	 i=i 
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Therefore the above equality (2.1) can not be satisfied. Moreover, for the 
above single index j, 
P = 	= (VrObj)) (V137(1PiI)  
Hence the theorem is proved. 	 0 
Corollary 2.2. Let p be an n x n density operator. Then, tr(p2 ) <1, with 
equality if and only if p is a pure state. Alternatively, tr(p 2 ) <1 if and only 
if p is in a mixed state. 
Proof. Obvious from the condition tr(p) = 1, Definition 2.2 and Theo- 
rem 2.1. 	 El 
We now introduce more explicit definitions for single qubit pure states 
and two-qubit pure states. 
Definition 2.3. Let E be a 2-dimensional Hilbert space over C (called a 
state space), with an orthonormal basis {10),11)}. A single qubit pure 
state (vector) for the state space E is defined as a unit vector IV)) in E such 
that 
10) = al 0) + 01 1 ), 	a, E C and H2 ± 101 2 = 1. 	(2.2) 
Remark. We may rewrite the equation (2.2) as 
10) -= eix (cos —9 10) + eiv) sin —9 11) 2 	2 ) 
where x, co E [0, 2r) and 6 E [0, r). Then, we see that the factor eix can be 
ignored because it has no observable effects. Consequently, the equation can 
be simplified to 
0 	0 
10) = cos -10) + ei`P sin -11). (2.4) 
Therefore, 10) actually represents a point on S2 , and this sphere is called 
the Bloch sphere. 
Definition 2.4. Let Si and E2 be 2-dimensional Hilbert spaces over C and let 
{10)1,11)1} and {10) 2 ,11)2} be their orthonormal bases, respectively. Then, 
{100),101),110),111)}, 	(where lij) 	li) i 0 1j)2 and i, j E {0,1}), 
becomes an orthonormal basis for the tensor product 6 .1 0 E2 (called the 
composite state space) of the Hilbert spaces El and S2.  Now, a two-
qubit pure state (vector) for the state space el 0 E2 is defined as a unit 
vector 10) in E 0 E2 such that 
10) = a100) + [3101) + 7110) + 5111), 	 (2.5) 
(2.3) 
10 
with a, 0, 7, 5 E C and lal 2 + 101 2 + H 2 + 1 5 1 2 = 1 - 
In addition, 17k) is said to be separable if, by choosing an appropriate 
basis, it can be written as a tensor product of two single qubit pure states 
10i) and 102) (i.e. kb) = 101) 0102) = (a110)i + i3111)i) 0 (a210)2 + 021 1 )2))• 
Otherwise, 10) is said to be entangled. 
Proposition 2.3. The following is satisfied: 
10) is separable .4.> ce6 = 07, 	 (2.6) 
IV)) is entangled < 	> oa5 	/3-y. (2.7) 
Proof. If 10) is separable, then, in the above expression, 
10) = aia2100) + a10210 1 ) + a2011 10) +01021 1 1 ). 
Therefore, equating it with the expression (2.5), we have 
a = aia2, 0 = a102, 7 = a20i, 	'5=/31132. 
Hence 
a5 — 07 = (aia2)(0102) — (a102)(a201) = 0. 
Conversely suppose that aS = 0-y. Since this identity is equivalent to a : 
0 = -y : 6, there exists IC E C such that 7 = Ka and 6 = O. Thus 
lib) = al00) +0101) + ria110) + /011 1) 
= (10) + K1 1 ))a10) + (10) +n1 1 ))01 1 ) 
= (10) + K1 1 )) 0 (a10) +01 1)). 
Hence 10) is separable. 	 ID 
2.2 Interpretation of the "EPR paradox" in terms of the 
formulations 
Now let us revisit the "EPR paradox" to describe it in terms of the above 
formulations. Recall that the two particles are in the entangled state 
18) = —1 (100) +111)) . 
Obviously this is a pure state since 18) is written in the form of the equation 
(2.5). Therefore the corresponding density operator becomes 
ps =113)(81= —
1 (100)(001+100)(111+111)(001+111)(111) . 
2 
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Suppose that Alice makes a measurement on the first qubit in either the 10) 
direction or 11) direction, but she can not do anything with the second qubit. 
(Remember that the second qubit is far away from her.) Therefore, in this 
way, her measurement operators {/14, 2 },i=0,1 will be 
{Alm }m=o, = {1m) (m1 0 I}m=„0 , 1 = { l mO) (m01 + 1 m1 ) (ml l } rn=0 , 1 , 
so that 
/14,„tMm = (1m0)(m01+ Im1)(m11) (1m0)(m01+1m1)(m11) 
= 1m0)(m01+ m1)(m11. 
Then, if only Alice makes a measurement, the probability for having the 
outcome m (m=0 or 1) will be 
P(m) = (BIMm tMmlB) 
= —1 ((001+ (111) (1m0)(mOl +1m1)(m11) —
1 (100) +111)) 
V .21= V2r-: 
1 
= 	((O01M0)(M0100) + (11IM1)(m1111)) 
1 1 	 1 = –2 (mmImm) (mmImm) = (mm Imm) = –2 . 
This shows that Alice has an equal 50% probability to obtain each outcome. 
By the same token, Bob's measurement operators {N} =o, 1 will be 
{N}0,1 = {/ In)(nlln=0,1 = {10n)(0n1 +11n)(1n1ln=o,i, nn= 
so that 
Nn tNn  = 10n) (0n1 +1 17 )( 14 
Then, in the absence of Alice's measurement, the probability for the outcome 
n will be 	
p(n) = (81Nn tNn 15) = –21 , 
where n=0 or 1, and Bob also has an equal 50% chance for each outcome. 
However, we have a completely different story if Alice makes a measure-
ment first and Bob measures his shortly afterwards. In that case, Alice still 
has a fifty-fifty chance for each outcome but the story changes immediately 
after this point. Namely, the measurement done by Alice changes the state 
of the qubits. If Alice makes a measurement with the operator M m obtaining 
the outcome m, then the new state will become 
Is') =  	,/ (I rrio)(moi + im i ) (m 1 1) -a- ( 1 00) + Ill ) ) OB mrn t m.18) 
= Imo) (moloo) + I ml) (mi I 1) = I mm) , 
12 
so that the new density operator becomes 
P13' = Imm)(mml. 
Now let us suppose that Alice obtained the outcome 0, and therefore the 
new state became 18') = 100). If Bob makes a measurement with No , then 
he obtains the outcome 0 with probability 
11 (0) = (8'INotNolg) = (00 1 (100)(00 1 + 1 10)(101) l oo ) = 1. 
On the contrary, if he makes a measurement with N1, then the probability 
becomes 
p'( 1 ) = (13' 11\4 1-N1 1 e) = (001 (101)(0 1 1 + 11 1 )( 1 11 ) loo ) = o. 
These results show that Bob will have the outcome 0 with certainty. 
Similarly, it can be shown that, if Alice has the outcome 1, then Bob's 
outcome also becomes 1 without fail. 
We later revisit the "EPR paradox" as an example for the geometri-
cal description of quantum entanglement in terms of our Clifford algebra 
formulation. 
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3 Clifford algebras 
In this chapter, we introduce the Clifford algebras and their matrix repre-
sentations as a platform of our discussion on quantum states in an analogous 
way to Crawford's approach to Dirac spinors [5]. General references on Clif-
ford algebras and spinors are [1] and [13]. 
In the beginning section of this chapter, the real Clifford algebra C1N(R), 
where N = 2n and n is an arbitrary natural number, and its matrix repre-
sentation are introduced. In the next section, we extend our discussion to 
the complex Clifford algebra C/N (C), and construct a preferable Hermitian 
basis for its matrix representation Mat(D,C), which is the matrix algebra 
consisting of all D x D matrices, where D = 2n . 
3.1 Real Clifford algebra C/N (1) 
Definition 3.1. Let V be an N=2n-dimensional real vector space with a 
Euclidean metric3 g, invariant under the orthogonal group 0(N), given by 
g = KO with i, j = 1, 2, ... , N. Let fryklk=1,2,...,N  be an orthonormal basis 
for V with respect to the metric g. The real Clifford algebra ClN(R) is 
the real vector space endowed with an associative product, distributive with 
respect to addition, and spanned by the set of N vectors ryk, a unit II, and 
their products which satisfy 
+ -yryk = 260 , 	 (3.1) 
with k,1 =1, 2, ... , N. 
Remark. (1) As a vector space, the Clifford algebra C/N(R) has dimen-
sion 2N (as shown below), and its basis may be completed by adding 
elements of the following form to the set {li,'"Yk}: 
— 
"Yk1k2---kN-A4 
1 
- 
M! 
kN_m+,,••,kN 
fkik2 . ••kN7kN-M-4-17/CN-M-1-2 • • • 'MN) 
(3.2) 
where M = 2, 3, ... , N. 
Then a set of elements forming a basis for C/N(R) may be chosen to 
be 
{7A} 	7k7 ik ik2--kN- 2 1 • • • ) ;:ilc, 317 
30bviously, the Euclidean metric g is naturally identified with the Euclidean inner 
product ( , ), and we have (y,6) = 6,3 • 
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where 5 	5k1k2...kN_N (i.e. M = N). Note that, for each combi- 
nation (ki, k2, , kN_A,f) of (N — M) numbers, there are (N — M)! 
permutations. If j1j2 • • • iN-M and /1/26• • 1N-M are two different per-
mutations for the combination (k 1 , k2, , kN_m), then 
and 	turn out to be equal up to a plus or minus sign. In 
other words, and _ are linearly dependent. There-
fore only one permutation needs to be chosen for each combination 
(k1, k2, , kN_m). For example, if N = 4 and M = 2, then we have 
5'12 = -521, so that they are linearly dependent, and only one of them, 
say Y12, needs to be chosen as a basis element. For this reason, the 
number of the basis elements, namely the dimension of C/N(R), is 
(N\ 1 N \ 	( N 
0 ) 	1 ) • • • + N 	2N 
(2) The Clifford algebra C/N(R) may be represented faithfully by D x D 
matrices where D = 2 71 [13]. Suppose that, under such a representation 
: C/N(r) --+ Mat(D,C), each basis element -yA is represented by r, 
(i.e. 7- (7,4) = FA). More precisely, suppose that rk (k = 1, 2, ... , N) 
and rkik2...kN_A,  are the representing matrices for the basis elements 
'Yk (k = 1, 2, ... N) and 3k1k2••.kN_m,  respectively. From the definition 
(3.2), we have the following equation for the matrix rkik2.66kN_Ar: 
k i k2..kN-m = - M! 
kN- NI+ 1 ,• • 7ICN 
Ekik2.••kNrk,m+1rkN_., • • rkN, 
(3.3) 
where M = 2, 3, .. . , N . 
Then the set of matrices 
{FA } = {I, uk, rkik2.-kN_2, • • • 7 rk , rl, 
where r 7=- rkIk2•••kN_N (i.e.  M = N), forms a basis for the matrix 
representation r(C/N(R)) of the Clifford algebra C/N(R). Clearly the 
number of the matrices FA is 2N = D 2 . 
(3) Note that, obviously, since rk are the representing matrices for 7k, we 
have the corresponding equation: 
rkri + r irk = 250, 	 (3.4) 
with k,1 = 1, 2, ... , N. 
Example 3.1. In the case of C/2(r) (i.e. N = 2), the real vector space V 
is 2-dimensional, so that the generators of C12 ( r) are -yi and 72 . Then, from 
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the definition (3.2), only one basis element is obtained (for the case where 
M = N = 2), namely 
1 
'Y — (e127172 + 6217271) — 7172. 
Therefore the basis for C12(R) is fli,71,-y2,51-, and we may choose the rep-
resenting matrices as follows: 
	
unit element ll 	identity matrix I, 
71 	ri cri = ( 	ol 
p oi —0i ) 
72 	L 2 a2 = 
-n72 	F=F 1 F2 =cy1 a2 = icr3 = 
	
) 
Example 3.2. In the case of C14(R) (i.e. N = 4), the real vector space 
V is 4-dimensional, and the generators of the algebra are 71, 72, 73 and -y4. 
Then, from the definition (3.2), we have 11 more basis elements as follows. 
If M = 2, then N — M = 2, so that we may choose the following 6 
elements: 
1 
7.i12 = - (€12347374 + 6 12437473) = 7374- 2 
Similarly, 
= -7274/ 714= 7273 , 723 = 71741 
524 = -7173 and 7Y34 = 7172. 
If M = 3, then N — M = 1, and the following 4 elements may be chosen: 
1 ( 7-1 	—6 \ 6 1234727374 + 61243727473 + 61324737274 
+61342737472 + 6 1423747273 + 6 1432747372) 
= 727374. 
Similarly, 
-7173741 73 = 7172747 and 	= -717273. 
If M = 4, then N — M = 0, so that only one basis element is obtained, that 
is 
1 
-- (€123471727374 ± 6 124371727473 ± 	± 6432174737271) 24 
= 71727374. 
Consequently, together with the unit element II , the following 16 elements 
form a basis for C14(R): 
{'YA } = {ff, 71, 'Y2, 'Y3, 74, 712, 713, 714, 723, 724, 734, 71, 72, 73, 74, 7}. 
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3.2 Complex Clifford algebra C/N (C) 
Since our framework is concerned with complex Hilbert spaces, the complex 
Clifford algebra C1N(C)= C 0 C/N( ) is the one which is really needed. 
Even though the basis {FA} for r(C/N(R)) could be also used as a basis 
for Mat(D,C) by allowing complex coefficients, a slight modification of the 
basis is required to adjust it to the density operator formulation. 
To find an appropriate basis for Mat(D, C), let us stick to the basis 
{FA} of r(C/N(R)) for a little while. Now recall the definitions and the 
postulates of the density operator description. Since any density operator 
is Hermitian and any operator of the form MtM is also Hermitian (they 
are actually both positive, and positive matrices are Hermitian), any such 
operator can be expressed as a linear combination with real coefficients in 
terms of an orthonormal Hermitian basis. More importantly, as we will see 
later in the thesis, such a Hermitian basis can be also employed as a basis 
for the D2-dimensional real vector space H(D, C) of all Hermitian matrices, 
where H(D, C) is later formally defined as a subspace of Mat(D,C) and 
plays a crucial role for our discussion. Therefore we require our expected 
basis for Mat(D, C) to be Hermitian. 
To construct the expected Hermitian basis for Mat(D,C), we first prove 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. For every k = 1,2, ... , N, let rk be the representing matrix 
for the generator -yk of ClN(R) given in the last section. Then every rk is 
Hermitian. 
Proof. It is well-known that any matrix in Mat(D, C) has its Jordan canon-
ical form. Therefore, for some D x D unitary matrix U, 
Fk = Ut AkU, 
where Ak is the Jordan canonical form of rk . In addition, from the equation 
(3.4), we have rk2 = I, and this leads to 
Ak 2 = (urkut)(urkut)=urk2ut =uut = I. 
Thus the Jordan canonical form Ak is in fact diagonal. (It is easy to see that 
Ak2 = I is not satisfied if Ak is not diagonal.) Furthermore, since A k2 = I, 
each diagonal entry of Ak is either 1 or —1, so that Akt = Ak. Therefore 
rk t ut Atku „ utAku „ rk. 
Hence rk is Hermitian. 	 0 
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Now we are ready to define quadratic forms 
Po -= OP, 	 (3.5) 
and 
Pk O trk0, 	 (3.6) 
where k = 1, 2, ... , N, and 	is an arbitrary D x 1 complex matrix (or 
vector). Here /P does not need to be a unit vector to define the quadratic 
forms. 
Note that our requirement for the matrices IrA l forces po and Pk  to be 
real. In fact, clearly, po is real because it is 10 2 . In addition, for Pk,  we see 
that 	
Pk = '0%0 = 	k t = (Or kO) t = (7,btroP) = Pk * 
where k,= 1,2, ... ,N, and pk* denotes the complex conjugate of pk. 
Now let us consider the quadratic forms for the remaining rit. From 
the equation (3.3), we have 
(Of klk2...kN-M 	= 	1)
1 MM -1 ) ihtf 2 ( 	kik2.••kN-A/0* 
In fact, 
(Of klk2...kN-M0) * 
e l'Y'rfkik2...kN-Ar 770 1. 
1 
r , t m! E ek,k2.-kNkN-111-1-1r kN-M-F2 • • 	N i 71) •rk t =  
\--` 6 , „. 2"•,N  (r ,. )t 	(rkN _ m+2 )t(rkN _ m+i )ti M! 	rZ1A, 	 N 
= r t ml 	Ekik2.••kNrkN •••rkN_m+2rkN-m+1 
= ,t 1 E • • • rkN.(-1) 1 m(m- ' ) [M! 
( -1)Pvi(m-1) 0t fkik2-..kN-A10. 
Therefore the quadratic forms defined in this way would not be all real. 
Equivalently, the FA are not all Hermitian. For this reason, we redefine the 
basis elements 5,-k 1 k2 ...kN _ m of the algebra C/N(C) (and, automatically, the 
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— corresponding matrices rk i k2 ..-kN _ m ) as follows: 
j2 (111-1) 1 
	
fkik2•kNNN-Ilf+1 
	 (3.7) 
kN-M-F1 7-- IkN 
Remark. As mentioned, the above redefinition leads to the following equa-
tion: 
fkik2. -kN_m = M(M-
1) 1 
M! Ekik2.-kNrkN_.+1•••rkN. 
(3.8) 
Definition 3.2. We define quadratic forms 4  PA  by 
PA Ot rA/P for any A, 	 (3.9) 
where po çbib = 0 1. 0 and {FA } = 
Remark. This definition is obviously consistent with the definition (3.5) and 
(3.6). Also note that is not required to be a unit vector. 
Then, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. The following properties for the basis {FA } and the quadratic 
forms {PA}  are satisfied: 
(1) Every "A is Hermitian. 
(2) Every PA  is a real number. 
Proof. Since we have already had Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to prove these 
claims for only the basis elements 	and the quadratic forms 
where the latter is defined by ,7)k1•••kN_A,  
4 Strictly speaking, PA is a quadratic form associated with a Hermitian form C1A ((p,11)) = 
cofr A lp, so that we should denote it as pA(*) 'OF AIP [14]. However we adopt the 
notation PA for simplicity. 
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(1) 
(rki...kN-m) 
E 
t 6,k2...kNrkN_m+1 rkN-Af +2 	"'kw  m! 
kN_m+1,-,kN 
(i. ) 1m(m-1) 1 
k 1 k2.N(rkN) t (rkN-m+2) 1. (rkN_m+1 ) 1. M! 	f  
\-_,2 	 -E6k,k2.-kNrkN • • •rkN_Ai-F2 r kN_m+1 m! 
(_ ) 1m(,1-1) 	 ( _ 1) 1m(m-1) 
M! 
rki...kN_m 
Hence, every FA is Hermitian. 
(2)  
(i5 k 1 • • N - = (cbt 	• •k _ itiO) — (Of 	 IP
)t 
= 	(i; T 	- ' kN-M ) 1. 0 = 0 1. fkl" . kN-M 11 ) 
= 
Hence, every PA is real. 
We will see, in the next chapter, that the redefined matrix set frA l is 
actually an orthonormal basis for Mat(D,C) under a certain natural inner 
product, which we will call the Clifford algebra inner product. In fact, it 
turns out that, for even dimension N, C1N(C) is isomorphic to Mat(D,C) 
as an algebra [1], where N = 2n and D = 2, so that the redefined matrix 
representation r : C IN (C) Mat(D,C) becomes an algebra isomorphism. 
Example 3.3. The basis for the complex Clifford algebra C12(C) is {11, y, 72, 
and the representing matrix basis elements may be chosen as follows: 
unit element If — identity matrix I, 
(0 1'\ r = 	al = 1 o)
'  
0 	) 
	
72 	r2 0-2 = i o ) 
( -10 = i717 	r2 L trir2 = jaia2 —a3 = 	0 1 ) 
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4 Clifford algebras and Quantum states 
In this chapter, we develop our Clifford algebra description for quantum 
states in relation to the Fierz identities. Again, we adopt an analogous 
approach to Crawford's Dirac spinor version [5]. 
In the opening section of this chapter, we define an inner product 
and a metric on the matrix representation r(C/N(C)) Mat(D, C), where 
N = 2n, D = 2n and n is a natural number, so that it is ensured to be a 
complex Hilbert space and a Riemannian manifold simultaneously. Also the 
structure factors for the matrix representation are defined. In the following 
section, we derive the Fierz Identities, and show that they, together with 
the normalisation condition, characterise the space Qv of all D x D pure 
density operators, where D = 2, in the sense that QD is identified with 
the space of all positive operators which define the quadratic forms which 
satisfy the Fierz identities and the normalisation condition. In the third sec-
tion, we introduce the fibre bundle S 2D-1 CIPD-1 , and see that the total 
space S2D-1 and the base space CPD-1 are in fact the space of all n-qubit 
pure state vectors and Qv, respectively. Then, in the last section, we show 
that the fibre bundle projection h : S2D-1 CPD-1 provides a natural 
correlation between the two formulations of quantum mechanics. 
4.1 Clifford algebra inner product and Clifford algebra met-
ric 
For the basis matrices frA l for the matrix representation Mat(D, C) of the 
complex Clifford algebra C/N (C), we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. 
(1) (FA) 2 = I for any FA. Therefore (F A) -1 =FA and tr(FA2 ) = D 
(2) If FA I, then tr(FA) = 0. 
(3) If A B, then tr(FAFB) = 0. 
Proof 
(1) If FA = I or Fk (k = 1, 2, ... , N), clearly, the claim is satisfied because 
of the equation (3.4). 
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If FA = 
= 	E 
fk,k2...k, rki rk2 • • • PkN • N! 
ki,k2,••,kN 
Applying the inverse permutation of indices to each of the N! terms to 
recover the ordering (1, 2, ... , N), we have 
•1 N(N-1) 1 	 (• 1 N N--or = Z 2 L 1 1- 2 ..• F. —.AT! E (€ki...kN)2rir2 " • rN = 2' 2 
ki,--,kN 
Then 
(f)
2 
 = p-N(N-1)r 1 p2 r id 2 
= (-1) 1N(N-1) (rir2..- -rN)(Fir2 • .risi) 
(_1)N(N-1)(r 1 )2(r2r3 	rN )(r2r3 	r, N) 
( _ 1) 1N(N-1) (r1) 2 (r2)2... (rN )2 (_4)V(N-1) 
=1. 
Finally, suppose that 	= rkik2 ...kN_Af, and let /N_Al-H., /N-m+2, •., 1N 
be a certain fixed ordering of the index set {kN_m+i, kN-111+2, • • • kINI}- 
Also, for each ordering kN_m-Fi ,kN_m+2, kN , let 7 be the permu-
tation of the index set such that 
where j = N - M +1,N - M ± 2, ... , N. 
Then we have 
kN_m+i,•.,kN 
• •• fk,.—kNrkN_Ai+irkN_Af +2 	1-1,‘N 
ilill(M-1) 1 V Z.../ fIci ..-kN rr(IN-114+1) ...17141N) 
i111/101-1) 1 V 
M! 
illtf(M-1) 1 V 
M! Z-I fk1-kN_Avr -1 (kN_m+1)•••7r -1. (kN) PiN-m-f-1 	F IN 
i M(M-1) 1 fici —kN—M/N—M+1 —/NriN_m+1 • • • FIN. m! 
Note that, in the last line, the term Ek1-••kN-m/N-m+1.-/NrIN-M-1-1 . • • FIN 
is independent of the indices kN_m+i , kN , and the summation here 
is nothing but M! X fici-kN-mIN-m-Fi-INP/N 	FIN. Therefore-M+1 • " • 
ivi(m-1) 6 
rki...kN_m = 	 ki-kN_mIN-M+ 1-/Nr1N-M-1-1. • " • riN . 
ki...kNsgn(r -1 )FIN-m+ i* • • riN 
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Consequently, similarly to the previous case, 
(fki .••kN—Al ) 2 
s -1 , 11t" 1) (61C1—kN—M 	-F IN—M1 -1N)2 ) = 	 (rkN—m+1 • • • rkN) 2 
1).Al(vf-1)(rkN_m +1) 2 	
(rkN)2(-
1)1m(m_1) 
= 1. 
(2) Firstly suppose that FA = rk (k = 1, 2, • , N). Then for 1 0 k, 
(1 =1,2,• • • ,N), the anti-symmetric condition rkri + rirk = o leads 
to 
rk = -rirkr1 -1. 
thus 
tr(rk ) = -tr(r irkr(-1 ) = -tr(rclrirk) = -tr(rk)• 
Hence 
tr(rk) = 0. 
Next suppose that FA = fklk2--kN_m • In this case, since 
= i•P/(111-1) 1 
M! 
kN—M+1,••,kN 
fkik2.-kNrkN_,+, • • • rkN, 
in order to prove that tr (1-4 ki k2 .--k N _ A4) = 0, all that we need to show 
is 
tr (rkN_Ai+ rkN- M+2 • • • F , ) 
Now if M is even, 
rkN—ILI-4-I rkN—It1-1-2 • • • rkN-irk.N = -rkNrkN_Ai+i • • rkN_i, 
but 
tr(rkN _ m+1 • • • rkN _ lrkN ) = -tr(rkNrkN_m + i • rkN _i) 
= -tr(rkN_m+i • • rkN-irkN)• 
Hence 
tr(rkN_m+i • • •rrkN )= 0. 
If M is odd, there always exists a generator rkN _m such that 
rkN_ A, frkN_Al+, 7 " • 7 rk,l, 
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since we always have the even number of the generators in total. There-
fore 
rkN_„,, + ,• • •rkN = rkN_AirkN_AirkN_Af+1 	kN 
= -rL ,N_Airk,_m+i• • •rkN--irkN_m• 
Thus 
= -tr(rkN,rkN_ m rkN_m+ 1•• • rkN) 
= -tr(rkN, +1 • • • rkN ). 
Hence 
	
tr(rkN _ Af+1 	) = 0. 
Consequently, we have 
tr (rkik2.-kN_m) = 0 - 
(3) If FA = I or rB = I, this statement becomes nothing but the above 
claim (2), which has been just proved. 
If rA = rk and rB = r, with k 	1 (k,1 = 1, 2, ... ,N), then, from 
the equation (3.4), 
rkri + rirk =0 
tr(rkri+ rirk ) =0 
tr(rkro = -tr(rirk). 
However, also 
tr (rkri) = tr(rirk). 
Hence 
tr(Pkri) = 0. 
Next, suppose that FA = rkIk2-kN_A,,. and rB = ri (1 = 1, 2, ... , N). 
Since 
rk i k2. ..kN— = 
1 
Af! ekik2.--kN rkN—m+1 	rkN, 
again, it is sufficient to show that 
tr(rkN_m± i• • •rkNri)= 0. 
However this can be shown in a similar manner to the above claim (2). 
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Lastly, suppose that FA  = fk,k2-••kN- M and rB=r1 1 1,...k,„ satisfying 
FA FB. In this case, the equation (3.8) implies that we need to show 
that 
tr( ' • 17kNriN_L+i• • •FIN) = 0. 
Since the two combinations (Ic i , k2, 	, kN_m) and (11,12, . • • , /N-L) 
are different, evidently, it can never be satisfied that 
rk,_,i+i • • • rk,riN_ m+ , • • • r i, = 
where c is a constant. This means that fk N_ Af+ , • • • rk, r -N-A/-1-1 • • • ri, 
is, in any case, a product of some different rk even though it is reduced 
to the simplest form. Therefore, again, similarly to the previous case 
(2), we see that 
tr(_rkN _ m+1  • • •rkNriN_L+ 1• • -FIN) = 0 . 
Hence the claim is proved. 
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Definition 4.1. We define the Clifford algebra inner product ( , ) e and 
the Clifford algebra metric 5 Gij as a natural inner product and a natural 
metric, respectively, on the matrix representation r(C/N(C)) Mat(D,C) 
given by 	
(r 1,r J), -=- Gjj -b1-tr(rIrj), 	 (4.1) 
where F1,Fj E {rA}. 
Remark. From Theorem 4.1, we see that (ri,rJ)c = GIJ = Oij, and the 
matrix (G/j) becomes the 2N x 2N identity matrix / 2N. In other words, 
under this inner product, the basis {FA } becomes an orthonormal basis. 
Furthermore, for any two D x D complex matrices p and a, the inner product 
(p,a) e, on Mat(D,C) is given by 
(p,a)e = 	tr(pa). 	 (4.2) 
Then the norm iiPlic  on Mat(D,C) is naturally defined by 
i iP lic 	.\/ (P,P)c = 	tr (P2 ) - 	 (4.3) 
5 Here we define an inner product and a metric simultaneously. This is possible since, 
like R" or en, Mat(D, C) is naturally identified with its (co)tangent space at its origin 
together with its inner product [20]. Also, note that our Clifford algebra inner product 
(or metric) is nothing but the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product apart from the constant 1/D 
1161. 
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In addition, because of this ideal property, we have the following key 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let E 	be a composite HiMert space of complex 
D=2-dimension, and let p be an arbitrary D x D operator. Then 
1 	r, 
1)= - 2_,Loi I 1, (4.4) 
where wi = tr(pr 1) and 1' 1  E {FA}. 
Proof. Since {FA} is a basis for Mat(D,C), p can be written as 
p = E a 
where aj E C. Then, since tr(rjri) = DO.II, 
= tr(pFI)= E aftr(rJri) = altr(r1 2 )= 
Thus 
Hence 
1 
a/ = 
1 p= Ea,r, = >ojFI =_ D 4–• 
0 
Remark. Here, together with Corollary 4.3, we assume that V) does not need 
to be a unit vector, and p does not need to be a density operator. Note that, 
since co/ = tr(pri) = D (p,ri)c , the equation (4.4) becomes 
P 	 (4.5) 
which is one of the basic properties for inner product spaces. Also, for two 
arbitrary D x D operators p = LE I wiri and a = > Tur,, where 
Lot = tr(prr) and rij = &(aFJ), 
(P, 0-)c 
1 —1 tr(pa) =— E winjtr(rirj) 
D3 
I,J 
 
 
1 
= 	winitr(ri 2 ) = -7D E winitr(I) 
L' 
1 E win/. (4.6) 
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In particular, we have 
1 11plIc = Op, p)c, = (4.7) 
Corollary 4.3. Let E 	011_ 1 E2; be a composite Hilbert space of complex 
dimension D=2n, and let p be an arbitrary D x D operator. If there exists 
a vector W E E such that p = 	t ,  then 
1 
p= —D 2_, (4.8) 
where pi = otrio and F1  E 
Proof. By assumption, 
= Otr10 = tr(O tr/O) = tr(OPtri) = tr(Prr) = Lot- 
Then, by Theorem 4.2, 
1 
p= —D pjFj. 
0 
Remark. The assumption of Corollary 4.3 implies that the definition pi = 
7,0F/0 can not be applied to mixed states since the existence of the vector 
is not guaranteed. To avoid this inconvenience, we could alternatively 
define pi by pj tr(pri). However we do not choose this way so that we 
can describe the fibre bundle structure of the n-qubit pure states in a more 
comprehensible way. 
Definition 4.2. The structure factors CIJK and C/JKL  for the matrix 
representation Mat(D, C) of the Clifford algebra C/N(C) are defined by 
CIJK 
CIJKL 
1 —
D tr(rir 0, 
1 —
D tr(r ir Jr Kr L). 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Remark. (1) Equivalently, the structure factors could be defined by the 
following equations: 
	
rir, = E CLIKrKI 	 (4.11) 
FJFJFK E CIJKLrL- 	 (4.12) 
L 
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In fact, if the equation (4.11) is satisfied, then 
rirJrA = (E CIJKrK) FA. 
Then, taking the trace of each side, we have 
tr(r/rJrA) = ECIJK tr (FirrA) 
E CIJKOKA • D = CIJA • D. 
Hence 
1 	fr., 
	
CIJA = —
D
trki 	A)• 
Conversely suppose that we have the equation (4.9). Since Mat(D,C) 
is closed under matrix multiplication, for any product rir, there exist 
complex numbers aijK such that 
Fir, = EaIJKrK- 
K 
Therefore 
ririrA = (E CeIJKFK) FA, 
so that 
tr(r/rJrA) = Ecemictr (rKrA) = E al./K6KA • D 
Da/JK.  
Thus 
1 
CeljA= —
D
tni JI A) = CIJA- 
Hence 
rir, = E CIJKFK• 
Similarly we can see that the equation (4.10) and the equation (4.12) 
are equivalent. 
(2) Clearly, from the above definition, both of these structure factors are 
invariant under cyclic permutation of their indices, that is, 
CIJK = CJKI = CKIJ, 	 (4.13) 
and 
CIJKL = CJKLI = CKLIJ = CLIJK- 
	 (4.14) 
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Now let us consider the map 
: e EE 	 -4, H(D,C) C Mat(D,C) 
opt p (4.15) 
4.2 The Fierz identities 
Firstly let us define a new notation for the sake of convenience as noted 
earlier. We define H(D, C) by 
H(D,C)a {Xt =X IX E Mat(D,C)}. 
(i.e. H(D, C) is the set of all D x D Hermitian matrices.) Clearly, H(D, C) 
becomes a D2-dimensional vector space over R, so that it may be regarded as 
a subspace of the 2D 2-dimensional real vector space Mat(D, C). In addition, 
the basis {FA } can be adopted as a basis for H(D,C) allowing only real 
coefficients. However H(D, C) cannot be an algebra since a product of two 
Hermitian matrices is not usually Hermitian. 
where N = 2n, D = 2 , W is an arbitrary vector in a composite Hilbert space 
E, p is the corresponding Hermitian operator, pi = Wfrio and F1 E {FA }. 
Note that, at this stage, we do not yet require either 7,b to be a unit vector 
or p to be a density operator. 
Now recall that 	is a D-dimensional complex vector, so that it can 
be regarded as a 2D-dimensional real vector. Also p can be regarded as a 
D2-dimensional real vector since p E H(D, C). 
However, even though p has D 2 real components, they are not all inde-
pendent. In fact, as p is only composed of 2D real (or D complex) functions, 
and furthermore, as p is not affected by an overall phase factor V) eix0, 
only (2D — 1) real components of p may be considered to be independent. In 
other words, among D2 quadratic forms {pA}, only (2D — 1) of them are in-
dependent. Therefore the quadratic forms must satisfy a system of (D— 1) 2 
independent equations, which are called the Fierz identities. 
Theorem 4.4. (Fierz identities) 
Let E VEi be a composite Hilbert space of complex dimension D=2n, 
and suppose that p is an arbitrary operator in H(D, C). If there exists a 
vector W E E such that p = opt , then 
where PA = VATAIP. 
1 
prpJ = —D ulCILJPKPLI 
K,L 
(4.16) 
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Proof. 
PIN = (Or i0)(0 t r PP) = IPtripr.p1) . 
Then, by Corollary 4.3 and the equation (4.12), 
pipj = otr i (— pKrK) 	E 	(r r r 7/) D K fo PK 	I K J 
bPIC
t 
th-r (L'IKJLr L) = 	t—iIKJLPKO t rLO 
v-■ 
K,L 
1 v--„, -b- Li ui.KJ0KpL• 
K,L 
Remark. Even though 1D2 (D2 +1) identities can be derived from the equa-
tion (4.16), only (D — 1) 2 of them are independent due to the reason stated 
above. 
What about the inverse proposition to Theorem 4.4? We prove that it 
is also the case. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 	 be a composite Hilbert space of complex 
D=2n-dimension, and let p be an arbitrary positive operator in H(D,C). If, 
for any WA defined by WA = tr(pr A), the identities 
wrch).1 = —D 	 UKILJWKWLI 
	 (4.17) 
K,L 
are satisfied, then there exists a vector IP E E such that IlriPt = p. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.2, 
1 
p= 2wAr4, 
A 
Thus 
where co = tr(pF A). 
rs 
PrIP 	( .75 	K) 	EwLrL) 
wirwLy Kr f FL . 
K,L 
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Then, from the equation (4.12) and (4.17), 
prip = 	wKwLCKILJrJ E J,K,L 
1 	1 	„ 
u.KILfivKL0L r./ 
J 	K,L 
1 
iwjFi 
CAW- 
In particular, if r1 = I, we have 
P2 = C470/0 . 
Thus 
tr(p2 ) = wotr(P). 
However, wo = tr(P), so that 
tr(p2 ) = (tr(p)) 2 
Hence, from Theorem 2.1, there exists a vector 7/) E E such that YAkt = p. 
Remark. Since the existence of such a vector Y) is guaranteed as a result of 
the above theorem, we have 
PA =I, t FA = tr(pr A) = WA. 
Therefore we can rewrite the above given identities as 
1 
PIPJ = —D 	 u.KILJpKpL, K,L 
where pA=O t rA.O. 
Corollary 4.6. Let E 	be a composite state space of complex D=2- 
dimension, and let p be an arbitrary D x D density operator. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) p is in a pure state, 
(2) rank(p) = 1, 
(3) tr(p2) =1, 
(4) For any WA defined by WA = tr(pF A), the following identities are satis- 
fied: 
1 
wico.1 = —D 	 L, KILJwKwL• K,L 
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Proof Obvious from Definition 2.2, Corollary 2.2, Theorem 4.4 and Theo-
rem 4.5. 
4.3 Fibre bundle S2D-1 apD-1, passage from n-qubit pure 
states to D x D pure density operators 
First of all, note that, since Mat(D, C) is a D 2-dimensional complex Hilbert 
space with the Clifford algebra inner product, it naturally becomes a D 2- 
dimensional Kaliler manifold, which is a complex manifold equipped with 
a Kahler metric. Therefore Mat(D, C) can also be regarded as a 2D 2 - 
dimensional Riemannian manifold, which is a real manifold endowed with 
a Riemannian metric. (For the details of Miler manifolds and Rieman-
nian manifolds, see for example [10] or [24) In addition, the real vector 
space H(D, C) of all D x D Hermitian matrices becomes a D2-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold as a submanifold of Mat(D, C). 
We now return to the map 
: E = 0;1_ 1 	H(D,C) C Mat(D,C) 
opt p 
where N = 2n, D = 2n, V' is an arbitrary vector in a composite Hilbert space 
E, p is the corresponding Hermitian operator, pi =Fi* and Fi E {FA }. 
However, this time let us concentrate only on pure states. Namely, we 
consider the restriction of the map h to the set of all state vectors, which 
are unit vectors. Obviously the domain becomes S 2D-1 . (Remember that E 
can be regarded as a 2D-dimensional real Hilbert space.) Then, by the map 
11,1,52D-1, every state vector is mapped to a pure density operator. In fact, 
from the normalisation condition 7/)t/P = 1, we have 
tr(p) = tr(t) = oto „ 1 . 
Furthermore, for any D-dimensional complex vector v in E, 
v t pv „ vt (plpt)v = opt v)t otv = opt vrotv = lot 1,12 > 0 , 
so that p is positive. Therefore p is exactly a density operator. In addition, 
by Corollary 2.2, p is pure since 
tr(p2 ) = tr(opt opt) = oot = o1,to2 1. 
Conversely the definition of a pure density operator guarantees that every 
pure density operator p has a inverse image h 1 (p) = *. This means that 
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the image h(S2D-1 ) and the set of all pure density operators are exactly the 
same as a subset of H(D, C). Therefore we put QD h(S2D-1 ); then from 
now on, we regard QD as the set of all D x D pure density operators. 
Clearly QD is neither an algebra nor a vector space. However, surpris-
ingly and crucially, it turns out that the set QD is equivalent to the complex 
projective space CPD-1 as a (2D — 2)-dimensional real manifold. 
To see this more precisely, we first show that QD is equivalent to CPD-1 
as sets, namely we construct a bijection between them. 
Lemma 4.7. There exists a bijection f such that 
f 	QD 
P = Ob t I-+ 
(cpD-1 
Z 	[Zi : Z2 : • • • : ZD] 
(4.18) 
where W = t (zi • zD) E S2D-1 . 
Proof. Firstly suppose that p e QD, that is, p is aDxD pure density opera-
tor. Then, by definition, there always exists a state vector V) = t (z1 • zD) E 
S2D-1 such that 
1z11
2 	Z1 Z2 *  
Z2Z1 * 	1Z21
2 
zi zp_ i* zi zp* 
z2zp_ 1 * Z2ZD * 
P = = . 	(4.19) 
t 
zDzi 	
ZD_i.Z2 * • 	lzD-1.1 2 z2zD* 
zDzD-1* izDi 2 * ZDZ2 * 
Now note that, since [OF = EP=i z j 2 = 1, at least one of ; is non-zero. 
For each non-zero ;, the homogeneous coordinates (see Appendix A) of the 
i-th column are 
[ZiZi * : • • • : Zi_iZi * : 1 ;1 2 : zi±i zi* : - • : zDzil 
= 	: • • • : zi—i 	z14-1 : • • • : zp] , 
which means each set of homogeneous coordinates represents the same ele-
ment [z 1 : • • • : ;i ] in CPD-1 . Therefore, for any Dx D pure density operator 
p, there exists one and only one corresponding element z [z1 : • : zD] in 
CPD-1 , and this means that f is well-defined by 1(p)  Z. 
	
Conversely, for any element z = [z i : 	: zip], in CP1-1 , we can always 
find the corresponding density operator p by defining it by the equation 
(4.19). Note that we can choose a representative element (z1, 	, zD) from 
s2D-1, so that EP IziI 2  = 1, which guarantees that tr(p) = 1. Furthermore 
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this p does not depend on the choice of a representative element for z. In 
fact, for [eixz i : • • : ezxzE ] , which is equal to [z i : • • • : zp], we have the 
same corresponding density operator p since 
Ieix ziI 2 	( e ix z 1)(e ixz2 )* 	. . . 	(eixzi ) (eixzD )* 
( 
(ciX z2 )(eiX z1)* 	leiX Z2I2 	. . . (eiX Z2)(eiX Z D) * 
. 	 . 	 = p . . . 
• • 
	
(eiX ZD)(e iX Z1) * (e iX ZD)(eiX Z2) * — 	leiX ZDI 2 
Therefore the map I —1 is well-defined. Hence f is a bijection. 	0 
Now we consider the C'-differential structures, which are structures as 
smooth (or C'-differentiable) manifolds, on QD and CPD-1 . As we see in 
Appendix A, CPD-1 is a (D — 1)-dimensional complex manifold, so that it 
can also be regarded as a (2D — 2)-dimensional smooth real manifold. On 
the other hand, QD is also, in its own right, a smooth real manifold, as a 
submanifold of the D 2-dimensional smooth real manifold H(D, C). To be 
more precise, since, for the n-qubit case, we have (D-1)2 independent Fierz 
identities and the normalisation condition po = 1, each of which defines a 
1-codimensional hypersurface6 in H(D, C). Then QD becomes a smooth 
submanifold of H(D, C), which is obtained as the intersection of all such 
hypersurfaces. Furthermore the number of independent components of QD 
is D2 — (D-1) 2 —1= 2D— 2. Therefore QD becomes a (2D —2)-dimensional 
smooth real manifold. 
Then the question is whether QD and C1P D-1 are diffeomorphic. In 
other words, is the bijection f a diffeomorphism 7 between the two smooth 
manifolds? 
Theorem 4.8. Let f be the bijection defined in Lemma 4.7. Then f is a 
diffeomorphism between the two smooth manifolds QD and CPD-1 
Proof Recall, from Theorem A.1, that we can construct the D copies of coor- 
dinate systems {(Ui, (i)13=1,..,D of the (D-1)-dimensional complex manifold 
CPD-1 . Then, for z E U3 = {z e CIPD-1 I zi 0}, we have the composite 
map 
71. 
f 0 	CD-1  T r 3 	 QD 
Z p = opt = (zkzi*) 
(4.20) 
   
6The zero set of a single real polynomial in arbitrary dimension n is called a hyper-
surface in Ein (see [19] for more details). 
7 A diffeomorphism of a smooth (or C'-differentiable) manifold M onto another 
smooth manifold JV is a bijection f such that both f and r 1 are smooth [9]. 
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where z = [zi : • • zp] 7 (11 = (q 7 • • • (1-, ,q+1,...(f) and 	= zk/zi . 
Obviously the map f -1 o (37 1 is a bijection onto its image. 
Now, for the (k,1)-entry zkzi* of p, we have 
zk zi * = I zi 1 2 — — = 	
I 2Z • I 3 	Zk ) 	) * 
Z• z * 	rn lz 1 2 ( 
(
Em lzmI 2 ) -1 (f_k_-) (a)* 
iz12 ) 	\ zj ) zi ) 
E Zrn 
Zi 
2) 
m 	
( —1 
Zk) (
Z 
Zi 
Z 3 
q(j* 
En, IT 1 2 
where m runs over the indices which give zn, 	0, so that Em lzm 1 2 = 1 
and Cr 0. This shows that the map f 	(37 1 is a biholomorphism8 , and 
therefore a diffeomorphism, onto its image. Hence f is a diffeomorphism 
between QD and CPD-1 . 	 0 
Then the next question should be whether QD is equivalent to CPD-1 as 
a Riemannian manifold, which is a real manifold with a Riemannian metric. 
(For more details, see for example [20].) In other words, whether the map 
f is an isometry9 between QD and CP )-1 . As we see in Appendix A, 
CP1-1 is a Kahler manifold endowed with the Fubini-Study metric, so that 
it can be also regarded as a Riemannian manifold. On the other hand, 
2D is also equipped with a Riemannian metric naturally induced from the 
Clifford algebra metric. Then, are the two metrics related by the map f? 
Unfortunately we are not ready to answer the question in a satisfactorily 
convincing manner except for the single qubit case, since we have not and 
will not provide sufficiently rigorous discussion on the Riemannian structure 
of the set QD of all D x D pure density operators in this thesis. 
8 A biholomorphism between two complex manifolds is a bijective holomorphic (or 
analytic) map whose inverse is also holomorphic [10]. 
9An isometry is a metric-preserving diffeomorphism between two Riemannian mani-
folds (for a more rigorous definition, see, for example, 19]). 
ZkZi * 
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Ti(s21'-1) 	 apD-1 
p=t 	Z = [Zi : - • • : ZD] 
h: s2D -1 
i• 
. (4.21) 
Now we define the map h as h f 0 Til s2D-1 , namely 
This map h is no more than the projection for the fibre bundle S2D-1 
CPD-1 (see Appendix A). Note that, evidently, (eixOt(eix7P) = Ipt 	p 
indicates that its fibre is S 1 . 
4.4 The two formulations of quantum mechanics and the 
map h : S2D-1 cpp-i 
Let us recall the two formulations of quantum mechanics. In this section, we 
see that, for pure states, the two formulations are completely related by the 
map h : 52D-1 CPD-1 . Therefore, throughout this section, we assume 
that all quantum states are pure. 
In Postulate 1 of the state vector formulation, a state vector, say ilp) , is 
employed to describe a physical system while, in Postulate 1' of the density 
operator formulation, a density operator p plays the equivalent role. Then 
10) and p are clearly related to each other by the projection h since p = 
10)(01. 
In Postulate 2, the time evolution is described as 
(4.22) 
with a unitary matrix U. Then, by the map h, we have pure density operators 
P = 10)(01 and to' = 10')(0. 
However, by the equation (4.22), 
= 10(0=00)(0W =UPUt . 
This is precisely Postulate 2' of the density operator formulation. 
In Postulate 3 in the state vector formulation, the probability for the 
measurement result m is given by 
p(m ) = (71)1 mmt m.10) 
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V7D' iiPlic = —D tr(p2 ) = 
1 	1 
(4.23) 
Since p =0)(01 for pure states, 
(01 11/1mt Mmkb) = tr(Mm t lifm10)(01) = tr(Mmt 
This agrees exactly with 
p(m) = tr(Mm f 111,,p), 
which is given in Postulate 3' in the density operator formulation. In addi-
tion, the state vector immediately after the measurement is 
MmkP)  
V(iPIMm tAni 1P) ' 
and it is mapped, by the projection h, to the density operator 
l o)(o mm t _  m.pmmt 
(c1)1Mm t Mm 10) tr(Mm t Mmp) • 
Therefore Postulate 3 and Postulate 3' are related completely by the map h. 
Lastly, let us consider Postulate 4 and Postulate 4'. Due to a basic 
property of tensor products, 
(07=1100)(0;1=1(0d) 	 = 
This shows that, by the map h, the joint state vector I7,bi) k1'2) 	- 0 kbn) 
goes to the joint density operator ei0o20. • • 0 gri. Hence the two Postulates 
are equivalent. 
Remark. In Postulate 3', it can be seen that, by the equation (4.2), the prob-
ability p(m) is nothing other than D times the inner product (Mm tMni , p)c 
of the matrices MmtMni and p in terms of the Clifford algebra inner product. 
In particular, if p is in a pure state (i.e. tr(p2 ) = 1), the size Hpli c of p is: 
and the size of the component of p in the MIMni direction is 
\/(MirnMm,P)c = 4-1 tr(M,I,Mmp) = 
	 (4.24) 
Furthermore recall that, for the pure state case, we have p1 = w , where 
PI = (01 1'11 7,11 ), Lai = tr(pri) and fi is a basis element of H(D, C). Therefore, 
from the equations (4.7) and (4.23), 
Ep „..2 	wi2 = D. 	 (4.25) 
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5 Single qubit states 
This Chapter is devoted to the single qubit case, which includes not only the 
pure state case but also the mixed state case, as the most simple example 
of our Clifford algebra description of quantum states. In the first section, 
the Clifford algebra C12(C) and its matrix representation Mat(2, C) are dis-
cussed in a explicit way. Then, in the second section, we focus on the pure 
state case to derive the first Hopf bundle S3 -4 S2 . In the next section, 
we turn our eyes to single qubit mixed states, and introduce a measure for 
`mixedness' of a single qubit state. In the closing section, we consider the 
Riemannian structure of the space Q2 of all 2 x 2 pure density operators, 
and show that Q2 is naturally identified with the complex projective space 
CP1 as a Riemannian manifold. 
5.1 The space of single qubit states and its coordinates 
In the case of single qubit states, our complex Clifford algebra is C12(C) and 
the basis for its matrix representation 7(C12(C)) `=" Mat(2, C) is {II, F 1 , F2 , fl 
as seen in Example 3.3. Since we consider both pure state and mixed state 
cases, a density operator p does not always have a state vector ?,/, E S such 
that OPt = p. Therefore we can not define the quadratic forms {pA} at all 
times. Thus we rather employ {wA }, which was defined by WA = tr(prA) in 
Theorem 4.2. 
Remark. Unlike Theorem 4.2, p is assumed to be a density operator through-
out this section and the next section, so that it is Hermitian. Therefore 
wA * = (tr(prA))* = tr ((pF A)t) = tr(F At pt) 
= tr(F A p) = tr(pr A) = w A. 	 (5.1) 
Hence every WA is real. 
For a generic 2 x 2 density operator p, from Theorem 4.2 and the con-
dition tr(p) = 1, 
p= (I +wiri+w2r2+cor), 
where WA = tr(pFA). Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let p be an arbitrary 2 x 2 density operator, and wit = 
tr(pF A). Then 
2 -2 
W1
2 
± W2 + W < 1 1 (5.2) 
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with equality if and only if p is in a pure state. Alternatively, w12 ± w 22 + (-43 2 < 
1 if and only if p is in a mixed state. Furthermore, if p is in a pure state, 
then (..),4 = PA, so that 
2 	2 ^2 
	
PI + P2 + P = 1 - 	 (5.3) 
Proof. Firstly suppose that p is an arbitrary 2 x 2 density operator. Since 
we have already proved Corollary 2.2, it is sufficient to show that the con- 
ditions tr(p2 ) < 1 and c.o1 2 + 1.02 2 + C:j2 < 1 are equivalent. Now p = 
_..--- --- (I ± wiri + w2r2 + coF) and Theorem 4.1 imply that 
= tr -4 (12 ±wi2r12 + w22r22 ±C■32f2) 
1 
1 = ---4 (1 +wi 2 +w2  + c7.) 2 ) tr I 
1 
= 	(1 + w i 2 +w2 + (1-' 2 ) . 
Then tr(p2 ) <1 leads to 
_ 1 (1 ± wi 2 ± w22 ± 632) 
2 
< 1. 
Conversely tr(p2 ) < 1 can be derived from wi 2 + w2 2 + (.7./ 2 < 1 in a similar 
manner. Therefore these two conditions are equivalent. 
Now let us suppose that p is in a pure state. In this case, for any pure 
density operator p, there exist a state vector V) E E such that p = 00. 
Hence 
WA = tr(PrA) = tr(OPIFA) = tr(7,btrAIP) = PA. 
Consequently 
2 	2 -2 	2 	2 	I -2 	1 Li-)1 + W2 + W = PI + P2 + P = . 
0 
Remark. Since every WA is real for the single qubit case as seen above, 
2 	2 	-2 	,-. 
C4)I + W2 + W > U. (5.4) 
Now let us develop this discussion in a more explicit way. As we 
have already seen in Example 3.3, the basis for the matrix representation 
r(C/2(C)) === Mat(2,C) may be {I1,1'1, r2,1"}, where F 1 = al, r2 = a2 and 
F = 
tr(p2 ) 
< 1 
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Then it is straightforward to see that the {WA} become: 
wo = tT(P) = al 2 +101 2 = 1, 
wi = tr(pr i ) = tr(pa i ) = a* [3 + 	= 2Re(a*0), 
(.02 = tr(Pr2) = tr(Pc52) = —ga*13 — Ma) = 2Im(a*0), 
= tr(pr3)= tr(P( -0-3)) =101 2 — 
Furthermore the density matrix p becomes 
1 + wiri + w2r2 
1 ( i+&3 w1 iw2 
f 
U 
 (
1±1: n 
2 	l u 	ut , 
0 	-fr: 
where r = .0.01 2 w2 2 w2 and 
1 	r+ U = 	 
	
V2r(r + (V) 	icv2 
Remark. From the last line of the equation (5.6), it is clear that the following 
four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) p is in a pure state, 
(ii) wi 2 w2 2 	= 
(iii) rank(p) =1, 
(iv) det(p) = 0. 
5.2 Single qubit pure states and the fibre bundle structure 
Now we concentrate on the pure state case. In this case, our quadratic forms 
{pi } can be safely defined, and, as we have seen, PA = WA. Therefore p is 
written as 
1 
P 	(Poi + pir +P2r2 Pt) , 
where p = opt for some & E E. Furthermore, from Theorem 4.4, it turns 
out that we have only one Fierz identity: 
2 	2 , 	2 	-2 Po = P1 1- P2 	P 	 (5.7) 
2 wi + iw2 i- 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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and together with the normalisation condition p o = 1 (which is merely equiv-
alent to 101 = 1); this equation becomes 
2 	2 -2 
P1 ± p2 + p = 1, 
which is nothing but the necessary and sufficient condition for the fact that 
p is pure. 
Geometrically the Fierz identity p 0 2 = /31 2 + p2 2 + ji2 represents a 3- 
dimensional hypercone, and the normalisation condition po = 1 represents 
a 3-dimensional hyperplane, both in the 4-dimensional real vector space 
H(2, C). Then the intersection of these hypersurfaces is the Bloch sphere S 2 
(see page 10 and Appendix B), which is represented by simultaneous equa- 
tions po2 .= p1 2 + p22 ± --=-2 p and po = 1. Furthermore the Bloch sphere is 
identified with the space Q2 of single qubit pure states, which is diffeomor-
phic to CVL . 
Then, from the equation (5.5) and PA = WA, the quadratic forms 
become: 
Po = 1a1 2 +1/3 1 2 = 1 , 
P1 = ce*/3 + 3*a = 2Re(a* 13), 
P2 = —i(a*13 — /3* a) = 217n(a* /3), 
i5 = 1/3 1 2 — 1a1 2 . 
Note that the above coordinates are precisely the same as the coordinates 
for the Bloch sphere given in Theorem B.1. In fact, the map 
{PA} 
(5.8) 
S3 -> h 
h : , = i a \ 
V' 	/3 ) 
_ cP1 -=-, 	s2 
[a : /3[ 1---' (Pi, P2, 7) I----) 
(5.9) 
is nothing other than the projection (B.4) for the first Hopf bundle. In 
addition, the map CIP 1 —> S2 is identical with the map 7 in Theorem B.1. 
5.3 Single qubit mixed states and the `mixedness' M(p) 
What about if p is in a mixed state? Theorem 5.1 indicates that, for mixed 
states, each density operator can be represented as a point in the open Bloch 
'ball' B3 , which is the interior of the Bloch sphere and represented by 
W1 2 ± W2 2 -I- CA32 < 1 and coo = 1. 	 (5.10) 
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Furthermore, interestingly, a function 
.A4(p) 2Vdet(p) = 	_ (wo + W2 2 ± E;52) = 	- r2 	(5.11) 
can be employed as a measurement tool for `mixedness' of a density operator 
just like the well-known von Neumann entropy. To be more precise, the von 
Neumann entropy S(p) is defined as 
–tr (p log2 p) = – 	Ax log2 Ax , 	(5.12) 
where A x are the eigenvalues of p, and 0 log2 0 0. Note that Theorem 5.1 
and the equation (5.4) indicate 
0 < M(p) < 1. 	 (5.13) 
In the case of single qubit states, we have S(p) = 0 for pure states and 
0 < S(p) < 1 for mixed states. Our M(p) has exactly the same property. 
That is, .A4(p) = 0 for pure states and 0 < M(p) < 1 for mixed states. 
Moreover it turns out that, as S(p) increases, M(p) also increases mono-
tonically, and .A4(p) = 1 when p is maximally mixed (i.e. S(p) = 1). This 
means that the maximally mixed state is located in the centre of the Bloch 
'ball' (r = 0), and as the states are situated more distant from the centre, 
they become less mixed. Then, finally, on the boundary: p1 2 p22 = 1  
and po = 1 (r = 1), the states become pure. 
Now we provide a rigorous proof for the fact that, as S(p) increases, 
M(p) also increases monotonically. (However it is just elementary calculus). 
To prove this, it is sufficient to show that, regarding S(p) as a function of 
M(P), 
dS 
dM > 0 ' if 0 < M(p) < 1 (or equivalently 0 <r < 1). 
In this case, from the equation (5.6) and(5.12), 
1-1-r 	1-1-r 	1 	1–r . S(p) = 	2 log2 
2 	2 	52 2 
Thus 
dS 	1 	1 	1+r —dr = ln 2 – 1og2 1 –r 
Meanwhile, from M(p) = N/1 - r2 , we have 
dM 
dr 
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Hence 
   
1 L+ r ) _ 	- — dS 	ds dr 
d.A4 — dr • d.A4 	ln 2  log2 2 	i _ r  
V'1 _ r2  ( 1 	 1 log2 1 	+ r ) ' ln 2 + 2 	1 — r 
 
Here 0 <r < 1 leads to 
  
1 + r 
> and then, 
1 + r 
> 0• 
— r2 
> 0, 1, 
1 — r 
log2 
1 — r 
Hence dS I dM > 0, so that the claim is proved. 
5.4 Clifford algebra metric and Fubini-Study metric 
Throughout this section, we assume that, for an operator p, there exist a 
vector E E such that p = opt. 
Let us now recall that H(2, C) is a 4-dimensional vector space over 
1 1: with the Clifford algebra inner product, so that it can be naturally re-
garded as a 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold with the coordinate func-
tions (po, P1, P214 Then its cotangent space at the origin, whose coordinates 
are (dpo, dpi, dp2, 41), is naturally identified with H(2, C) itself together with 
its inner product, namely the Clifford algebra metric. Therefore the distance 
ds between two neighbouring points in H(2, C) is obtained from 
ds2 = EGijdpidpj = dpo2 ± dpi2 dp22 + 	 (5.14) 
I,J 
where (G/j) becomes the 4 x 4 identity matrix. 
Since the Fierz identity po2 = pl 2 p2 2 -2 p represents a 3-dimensional 
hypercone, the above metric can be transformed by the following spherical 
polar coordinates: 
pi = po cos 0, 	P2 P0 Sine COS 01p = Po sin 0 sin 0. 
Then we have 
dpi = cos 0 dpo — po sin 0 dO , 
dp2 = sin 9 cos Odpo + po cos 9 cos Oa — po sinG sin NO, 
dp = sin 0 sin Odpo + po cos 9 sin Ode + po sin 0 cos ckdck. 
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Substituting these equations into (5.14), we have 
ds2 = 2dp0 2  + p0 2 (d02 + sin2 Od02 ) . 
Finally, we take only pure density operators into account, and that leads to 
the normalisation condition po = 1 and therefore dpo = 0. Then we have 
ds2 = dO2 + sin2 Od02 . 	 (5.15) 
This is the metric on the space Q2 of all 2 x 2 pure density operators naturally 
induced by the Clifford algebra metric. However this is nothing but the 
Fubini-Study metric in the complex projective space C1P 1 or, in other words, 
the standard round metric on the Riemann sphere (see Appendix A). This 
implies that 22 can be identified with CP 1 as a Riemannian manifold. 
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6 Two-qubit pure states 
In this chapter, we take a close look at the two-qubit state case. However, 
unlike the single qubit state case, we consider only the case of pure states. 
In the first section of this chapter, we provide an explicit description of the 
space Q4 of 4 x 4 pure density operators in relation to the Fierz identities. 
In the next section, we develop the picture of Q4 by introducing the reduced 
density operators for the subsystems. In the last section, we provide a geo-
metrical explanation for the "EPR paradox" in terms of our Clifford algebra 
description for the two-qubit pure states. 
6.1 Two-qubit pure states and the fibre bundle structure 
In the two-qubit case, the Clifford algebra in our discussion is C14(C) and 
its basis 
{"YA = 1 11 7 71 72 73 	712 713 714 723 '724 '734 71 72 73 74 117 
is obtained in an analogous way to Example 3.2 for C1 4 (R). Then the rep-
resenting matrix for each basis element may be 
-y1 
72 
73 
'Y4 
c-2 
— 
,-,, 
,-.., 
— 
//0/ , 
1' 
r i 2 --=7-- Gr2 0 al 
1-' 
I 3 =-- a2 0 cr2 
T' 
-1- 4 = Cr2 0 0.3 
/1 	0 	0 	0 
0 	1 	0 	0 
0 	0 	1 	0 
000 	1 
	
( 100 	0 
010 	0 
0 	0 	—1 	0 
0 	0 	0 	—1 
( 0 	0 	0 	—i 
0 	0 	—i 	0 
= 0 	i 	00 
i 	0 	00 
( 0 	0 	0 	—1 
= 0010 
0100  
—1 0 0 0 
( 0 	0 	—i 	0 
00 	0 	i 
= i 	0 	0 	0 
0 	—i 	0 	0 
' 
' 
' 
' 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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512 
5-'13 
5'14 
5'23 
724 
5-'34 
52 
73 
= F 12 	ir3r4 = —/ ® al = 
= 	-1-' 13 -- 	—ir2r4 = I® 0-2 = 
= 	1:1- 14 -=-- ir2r3 = —I ® cr3 = 
, 	--F, 	= T,  p4 = — — 1- 	al 0 0.3 = ( - 23 	; 
= f24 	—ir1r3 = —al 0 a2 
= 	f34 	ir1r2 = 0-1 	01 = 
—ir2r3r4 = 0-2 ® 	= 
— ,rr r r 2 	3i_ 4 = 
—irir2r4 = —0-3 ® a2 
ir11'2r3 = 	® 0-3 
( 
= 
( 
= 
= 
0 	-1 
-1 	0 
0 	0 
0 	0 
0 	—i 
i 	0 0 
0 	0 
00 
-1 	0 
0 	1 
0 	0 
0 	0 
0 	0 
0 	0 
1 	0 
0 	-1 
0 
0 
—i 
0 	0 	0 
0 	0 	1 
0 	1 	0 
1 	0 	0 
0 	0 
0 	0 
o 
Oi 
o 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
-i 
= 0 
0 
( -1 
0 
0 
000 
0 10 0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 	0 
0 
0 	-i 
i 	0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
1 	0 
0 	-1 
0 	0 
0 	0 
0 	—i 
i 	0 
0 	0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
-i 
0 
o 
o 
—1 
0 
0 
i 
0 
0 
0 
0 	0 
0 	1 
00 
000 
0 
0 
-1 ) 
0 
' 
0 ) 
0 
0 
1 
i 
0 
0 
0 
' 
0 
-i 
o 
o 
o o 
0 	1 
10 
00 
0 0 
0 
i 	0 
0 
0 
-1 
' 
' 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
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;i1 
0 0 
r 	
— 1 0 
rrr I, 2i 3i 4 = 	0 I = —1 0 0 0 
Furthermore, by the definition (3.9), namely PA Or AO, where 
t (a, 0, 7, (5), we have the following 16 quadratic forms fp,41: 
oto , Po 	1 0 1 2 -E 1/3 1 2 -1- 171 2 -E1 5 1 2 == 1 , 
= 00-3 0 -1) 7,b = a1 2 + 101 2 _. 171 2 — 1 8 1 2 ) 
P2 =  
P3 =_  
P4 =-  
1512 = of (—I 0 cri)0 = —2Re(a*13 + -y* 6), 
1513 = 	(/ 0 (72)0 = 21m(a*f3+ 7*6), 
1514 = O t ( —/ (73)0 = — 1ai 2 +101 2 — H 2 ± 1 8 1 2 ; 
1523 = of(al 0 a3)0 = 2Re(a*-y — 13*(5), 
-P-24 =,ote_•i 0 a2)0 = 2Im(c(*8 — 
1334 =  
7)]. = 	(0-2 0 	= 2/m,(a*-y +13*(5), 
752 = 	(-0-3  0 (TOO = —2Re(a* — 
7-13 = 	(_ (73  0 0-2)0 = —21m(ce* — 
;)4 =- tit ( — a3 0 Gr3)0 = 	1/3 1 2 ± H 2 — 1 8 1 2 1 
= 	0 I")2P = —2Re(ct*-y + 0*(5). 
In the two-qubit pure state case, we expect to have 9 independent Fierz 
identities, since D = 2n = 22 = 4 and (D — 1) 2 = (4 — 1) 2 = 9 (see 
Section 4.2). To find these 9 Fierz identities, we use the condition rank(p) = 
1, which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the Fierz 
identities shown in Corollary 4.6. 
Lemma 6.1. Let X be a 4 x 4 non-zero Hermitian matrix such that 
all an a13 a14 
X = 	Ce/2  a22 a23 a24 
a13 (43 a33 a34 
al`4 44a34 a44 
and an 0 0. 
Then, rank(X) =1 if and only if the following 6 equations hold. 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
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(i) a11a22 -= 1a121 2 
(ii) a11a33 = 1a131 2 
(iii) a11a44 = la141 2 
(iv) a11a23 = a13a12 
(v) a11a24 = a14a12 
(vi) a11a34 = a14643. 
Proof. First of all, note that, since X is Hermitian, all of its diagonal entries 
are real. Namely, aL = an, a42 = a22, (43 = a33 and 44 = a44. Then it is 
easily seen that, by a finite number of rank-preserving operations on X, X 
can be changed into the Hermitian matrix 
1 0 0 0 
X' = 
( 
0 aa22 — la121 2 n a11a23 — a13a12 ana24 — . 	(6.33) 0 a11a;3 	a12aI3 a11a33 — 1a131 2 a11a34 — 64,0 13 
0 — al2a14 anaL 	a13aI4 a11a44 — 1a141 2 
Now, if rank(X) = ran,k(X') = 1, then, evidently, the above 6 equations 
need to be satisfied. Conversely, if these 6 equations hold, then clearly 
rank(X') = rank(X) =1. 	 0 
Now we modify the above collection of 6 equations slightly in order 
to make our later calculation easier. It turns out that we can choose the 
following 6 equations instead of the above ones: 
(P) a11a22 = 1a121 2 
(ii') a22a33 = 1a231 2 
(iii') a33a44 = 1a341 2 
(iv') a12a34 = a14al`3 
(v') a13a24 = a14a23 
(vi') a12a23 = a22a13 . 
Here we show how we can obtain the identity (ii') as an example. The 
rest of the identities can be easily obtained in a similar manner. 
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From (i) and (ii), 
a22 
1a121 2 and 
all 
a33 
la131 2 
all • 
Then, since X is Hermitian and, therefore, al l is real, 
lai21 2 1a131 2 	(ct12a13*)(a12 *a13)  a22a33 = • la111 2 'all 1 2 
Consequently, from (iv), 
(al' ia23*1(n. ,.--iia23)laii12 1a231 2 	1 a22a33 	 = ia231 2 . 
ia111 2 	Ian I 2 
Conversely the identities (i) to (vi) can be easily recovered from the identities 
(i') to (vi'). 
Now we rewrite the above equations (i') to (vi') for the two-qubit pure 
density operator 
ce13* cry* a5* 
a* 101 2 07* 05* P =10)(0i = 
(
Icx1 2 
a*7 O*7 171 2 76* 
a*(5 0*5 7*5 151 2 
where 10) = (a, 0,-y, (5). Then we have the following 6 equations: 
(a*O) (a0*) 
= (13*7) (0-r*) 
= (7*5)(75*) 
(a*6) (137* ) 
(a*6) (0*7) 
= (101 2 ) (a*7). 
The above 6 equations are rewritten into the following 9 Fierz identities: 
(F1) po2 = pi 2 p22 p32 p4 2 ± -(32 
(F2) po2 = 7)-1 2 -f-r-)22 753 2 + ± 742 
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(F3) p02 p22 7;22 ± 1-513
2 + -P142 + 1)342 
(F4)  
(F5)  
(F6)  
(F7)  
POP1 + 11137°3 = -/j-12732 + --/514/54 
P0 .-/O-4 - P14514 + P2 -fi-24 + P3 -f-)34 
- 
P2P3 = P12P3 + P13P2 + P24P34 
P3/524 = P21534 + P41523 + Pip 
(F8) poi5+ 	-)514 .-P- + 	P2153 + 243 = P0i523 + P1 -1523 
+ P14P23 + -fi4 -fi23 + P2 -/513 + P3 --P-12 + P3/52 + ;634%32 + 7:)12P-34 +1513 -fi24 
(F9) p3i13 + /31311-34 = POP4 + PO -i51 + P1P4 + P1P1 + P4 -/-)14 + 
+ 7147) 1 + -/3-'1714 + P2 -fi'12 + P2 -/52 + P3i534 + P3 -*P‘3 + /51271-24 + 
The details of the calculation to derive the above 9 Fierz identities are shown 
in Appendix C. 
Again, in this case, each Fierz identity, together with the normalisation 
condition pa = 1, define a hypersurface in the smooth manifold H(4, C), and 
the intersection of all the hypersurfaces is the space Q4 of all 4 x 4 pure 
density operators, which is diffeomorphic to the complex projective space 
CP3 . 
Furthermore, in this case, the concurrence C [15], which is commonly 
used in quantifying entanglement, can be defined as 
	
C = 2laa — 071 
	
(6.34) 
(see Appendix B). 
Meanwhile, from the equations (C.4) to (C.19) in Appendix C, we have 
1a6 _ 0712 _ lar k:51 2 + a —0 7* 
-- ce'')Y8* 	101 2 11V 
1 r t 	- 	- 	- 
= —8 IAN
2 
+
2 
P2 +2 P3 +2 P4 ) (P1 2 +P12 2 +P132  + ;514 2 )] 
Then, by the equation (F2) and (C.23) in Appendix C, namely 
-2 _I_ - 2 , 	2 	- 2 , - 2 	- 2 P 	Pi 	= P12 -r P13 1- P14 
and the normalisation condition po = 1, 
(6.35) 
= 	_ (7)-2 ± 2 ± pi 2)] 
1 
= -7 [1 - (p-12 2 + 7513 2 + i5142 )] • 4 
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Consequently we have 
C = 	— (1-52 + "fi'1 2 + Pl 2 ) = Ji — ( 12 2 + .13 2 +1514 2 ). 19- (6.36) 
Note that, since every PA  is real for the two-qubit pure states, C varies over 
the range 
0 < C < 1. 	 (6.37) 
Remark. From Proposition 2.3, we see that 
	
C = 0 	 p is separable 	 (6.38) 
0 < C < 1 	 p is entangled. (6.39) 
In particular, p is said to be maximally entangled if C = 1. 
Furthermore the equations (6.36) imply that p is separable if and only 
if 
752 ± /51 2 pi2 7512 2 
P 32 ± P14 2 = 1. 
	(6.40) 
6.2 Reduced density operators 
Definition 6.1. Suppose that we have a physical composite system with 
subsystems S and T, whose state is described by a density operator ST. 
The reduced density operator for system S is defined by 
(psT), ps 	 (6.41) 
where trT is a map of operators known as the partial trace over system T. 
The partial trace is defined by 
trT(Isi)(s21® Iti)(t2i) 	I si)(s2I tr(Iti)(t21) =1 8 1)(s21(t2Iti), 	(6.42) 
where si and s2 are any two vectors in the state space of S, and t1 and t2 
are any two vectors in the state space of T. 
Now we introduce the general definition of a separable pure state (com-
pare Definition 2.4) and a related proposition. 
Definition 6.2. Let E be a state space of a physical composite system with 
subsystems S and T. A pure state JO) E E for the composite system is said 
to be separable if there exist vectors Os) E Es and 1,0T) E ET such that 
kb) = Os) 010T), (6.43) 
where Es and ET are the state space of subsystems S and T, respectively. 
Otherwise, the pure state 10) is said to be entangled. 
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Proposition 6.2. Let E be a state space of a physical composite system with 
subsystems S and T, and let Es and ET be the state spaces of subsystems S 
and T, respectively. Also let p be a pure density operator for the composite 
system, and let ps and pT be the reduced density operators for subsystems S 
and T, respectively. If p is in a separable state, then 
= PS PT • 	 (6.44) 
Proof First note that, since p is pure, there exists a state vector 10) E E 
such that p = ')('I. Then suppose that p is in a separable state, that is, IV)) 
is a separable state. Therefore, by definition, there exist vectors 10s) E ES 
and 107-) E ET such that 10) =10s) 0 Ith). Thus 
	
P = (Ps) 0 OT)) ((P si (M) = s) (V' si 0 IIPT)(0Ti• 
	(6.45) 
Here the normalisation condition (010) = 1 leads to 
1 = (N)si 0 (hl) (10s) 0 kbT)) = (0s10s)(11)TIOT). 
	(6.46) 
Then the reduced density operators ps and pT are 
PS =  tr (IIPT)(IPTI)i0s)(Osi = ( 1PTI 1'T)10s)(Osi, 
and 
pT = tr (I0s) (Os i) i0T) Ohl = (Osi/Ps)10T)(IPTI, 
respectively. Hence, from (6.45) and (6.46), 
Ps OPT = ((-PTIOT)10s)(Osi) ((OsiOs)10T)(PTI) 
= (Osi/Ps)(OTIOT) (10s)(Osi 01'07)(0TO 
=P. 
In addition, it turns out that, on system S, for any measurement oper-
ator Min and the probability p(m) for the outcome m, 
P(m) = tr(Ant iimps ) = tr ((kni t km 0 1.)PsT) 	(6.47) 
and, by the same token, on system T, for any measurement operator /Crn and 
the probability p(n) for the outcome rt, 
p(n) = tr(ICTn t AT- npT) = tr ((I (s) -n t Aro psT) 	 (6.48) 
(See 1161 for more details.) 
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Now we apply the above properties to our two-qubit pure state case. 
Recall that a state vector 10) = ce100)+0101)+-y110)+6111), where a, 13,7, 6 E 
C, and the corresponding pure density operator p = 10(01 describe the 
composite system of, say, S and T, whose state space is es 0 ET. Then, by 
applying the partial trace trT over system T, the reduced density operator 
ps for system S is obtained as 
PS
= trT(p) = &T(kb) (p') 
trT Ra100) +13 1 01 ) + y110) + 611 1)) 
x (a*(001+ 0*(011+ -y*(101 + (5* (111)] 
	
= (1a1 2 + 101 2 ) 1 0 ) (01 + (a7* + 	)10) (11 
+ (a* -y + 13* 6)11) (01 + (171 2 +1 6 1 2 ) Mil 
= 1 ( 1 + 
2—+i1 	— 	) ' 
(6.49) 
where the last line is obtained by the {pA}-coordinate expressions (6.17) to 
(6.32). Note that this matrix is in a notably similar form to the density 
operators p for single qubit generic states (compare the equation (5.6)), and, 
therefore, it is easy to see that tr(ps) = 1 and ps is positive, by changing 
(6.49) into a similar form to (5.6). In fact, like p in (5.6), ps belongs to 
the vector space, say Hs(2,C), of all 2 x 2 Hermitian operators, which is 
naturally identified with the subspace 
spang , F, F1 , rd. = span {I 01 , (—al) 01, az 0 I, 0-3 0 	(6.50) 
of H(4, C). 
In addition, the `mixedness' M(ps), which is defined by (5.11), of the 
reduced density operator ps , is 
M(ps) = 2.Vdet(Ps ) = 	( IO2 P-1 2 ± P1 2 ). 	 (6.51) 
However, surprisingly, from the equation (6.36), we see that 
m(pS) =__ c . 	 (6.52) 
This means that the partial trace operation trT over system T maps the 
manifold Q4, which consists of all 4 x 4 pure density operators, onto the 
closed Bloch 'ball' B31 (i.e. the closure of the open Bloch 'ball' BD in the 
subspace H(2, C) of H(4, C), namely, 
H(4, C) D Q4( :=7-d CP3) —> B31 C H s (2, C) 
P = 10) (01 1-4 Ps 
trT : (6.53) 
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Note that B 1 is, in Hs(2,C), represented by po = 1 and j52 ± 1)-1 2 p l 2 < 1. 
In addition, we may call it the first Bloch 'ball' since it belongs to Hs(2,C) 
which corresponds to the first subsystem S. 
Furthermore, under the map trT, the set of all the pure density operators 
with a certain fixed value of the concurrence C is mapped onto the subset 
consisting of all the reduced density operators with the fixed `mixedness' 
.A4 (ps ) (= C). This forms a concentric spherical shell of the radius VI — C2 = 
— (M(ps)) 2 . In particular, the set of all separable density operators (i.e. 
C = 0), is mapped onto the boundary S 2 of B31 , and the set of the maximally 
—3 entangled density operators (i.e. C = I) goes to the centre of B. 
Similarly the reduced density operator pT for subsystem T becomes 
T 
	
2 	--(512 + ii513 	1 ± 1514 	) 7 	
(6.54) ( p .„ 1 	1 — 1514 	--;512 — 13  
which is a positive operator with a unit trace, and belongs to the subspace 
HT(2, C) === span{I,f 1 2, 1 137 17- 14} 
= spang 0 I , I 0 (—al), I 0 0-2, / 0 ( — (73)} 
of H(4, C). Then the `mixedness' 
M(pT ) = 2\1 det(pT) = NI 1— G612 2 + i513 2 + ;514 2 )1 (6.56) 
so that, also, M(pT) = C. Furthermore we see that, by the partial trace 
operation trs over system S, 24 is mapped onto the second closed Bloch 
`ball' B32 : po = 1 and -th22 ie-13 2 + 1514 2  < I, in the subspace HT(2, C), that 
is, 
trs : 	 (6.57) 
P = (01 	PT 
Furthermore, just like trT, a pure density operator p with the concurrence C 
is mapped to the reduced density operator pT, whose `mixedness' is .A4(pT ) = 
C, and which is located in the spherical shell of the radius VI — C2 = 
— (M(PT )) 2 - 
An obvious consequence of the above discussion is the following: 
Proposition 6.3. Let p be a 4 x 4 pure density operator for the composite 
system of subsystems S and T, and let ps and pT be the reduced density 
operators for subsystems S and T, respectively. Then, p is in a separable 
state if and only if ps and pT are in pure states. 
(6.55) 
m(pT) of pT is 
H(4, C) 	Q4(-=- CP3 ) 	7-332 C HT(2,C ) 
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Proof. This is obvious from the fact that C = .A4(ps ) = .A4(pT ). 	0 
Remark. The above discussion and the equation (6.40) imply that the set 
of all separable pure states is the submanifold S2 x S2 of C1P 3 , where S2 x S2 
is the Cartesian product of the first and second Bloch spheres. 
6.3 EPR paradox revisited 
Now we return to the "EPR paradox" to see what is actually going on in the 
EPR thought experiment in terms of our Clifford algebra description. 
Recall that the first and second qubits are in the possessions of Alice 
and Bob, respectively, and the two qubits are in the entangled state 
(6.58) 
so that the corresponding pure density operator is 
ps = IB)(6 1 = —2 (J00)(001+100)(111 +1 11)(001+ ll)( 11 1) 
	
(6.59) 
Therefore, by our {pA}-coordinates (6.17) to (6.32), we have po = p34 = 
1 and p3 = 754 = —1, with the other PA  being zero. Then, since ps = 
EJ pJFJ, 
P8 = 	— r3 + f34 f4) 
	
(6.60) 
Now let us look back at the equation (6.47), namely 
p(m) = tr(lam t IC/Imps ) = tr 	flm npsT) 
By the definition (4.1) of ( , )c , for this example, the above equation can 
be rewritten as 
p(m) = 2 (km ticrm , p8S = 4 (Y//mfkm 0 	 (6.61) / c 
Significantly this equation implies that the probability p(m) is obtained by 
working out either the inner product (Mm t/tfm , pBs)c, on the Hilbert space 
H s(2, C) for subsystem S or the inner product (MmfMm 0 I, ps)c on the 
Hilbert space H(4, C) for the composite system of S and T. Obviously it is 
easier to deal with the former case, so that we now work out the reduced 
density operator pBs. 
1 
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From the equation (6.49) and (6.54), we have 
pBS pBT = ° 
n 	
(6.62) 
Note that, in this case, we have C = .A4(p13s ) = M(pBT) = 1, and this shows 
that p8 is maximally entangled. Therefore, pBs and pBT are maximally 
mixed, and located at the centre of the first Bloch 'ball' B 31 and the second 
Bloch 'ball' B32 , respectively. 
Let us remember that Alice's measurement operators are 
{Mm}m=o,i = {Im)(ml ilm=0,1. 
Now put km m)(ml, where m = 0 or 1, so that we have 
Ant 	= ImXmlm)(nil = 	where m = 0 or 1. 
Note that {Mm},i=0, 1 become measurement operators on Alice's subsystem 
S since 
Mo t Mo + Mi tMi = 1 0)(0 I + 1 1 ) 04 = I . 
Then, by the equation (6.47), 
= tr(Mm tMmpB) = tr(An t/C4mpss ) 
1 	1 	1 
= —2 tr(Im)(m1) = —2 (nlm) = 
where m = 0 or 1. As seen before, this means that Alice obtains either 
outcome 0 or 1 at 50% probability. 
In the same way, Bob's measurement operators are 
{Nn}n=0,1 = 	0 In)(nlln=0,1 = II® -A).  n, n=0,17 
where fiin In)(n1 and n = 0 or 1. Then, similarly, we have i 'Vn t/ST' n = 
which are measurement operators on Bob's subsystem T, and 
P(n) = tr(Nn tNripB) = tr(gntgnPBT) 
1 	1 
= 
where n = 0 or 1, so that Bob also has an equal 50% chance to obtain each 
outcome. 
However, as we have seen in Chapter 2, the story becomes totally dif-
ferent if Alice first makes a measurement immediately followed by Bob's 
P(m) 
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measurement. Recall that, if Alice obtains the outcome 0, then the new 
density operator becomes pi3' =100)(001, so that, from the {pA}-coordinates 
(6.17) to (6.32), we have po = p i = 1 and 1514 =154 = —1, with the other PA 
being zero. Thus 
1 PB =100)(001 = —4 (/ + -F14 f4) (6.63) 
Furthermore, from the equations (6.49) and (6.54), the new reduced density 
operators pBs ' and pBT/ are: 
S' 	T I 	(1 0 ) = 10)(01. P13 = PB = 0 0 (6.64) 
Note that the fact that C = M(pe) = M(pBT') = 0 indicates that pB' is 
non-entangled, and p8SI and p8T' are on the boundary of their respective 
Bloch balls, namely the first and second Bloch sphere. 
Then the probability p'(0) for the outcome 0 is: 
/AO) = tr(No t Nops') = tr(Icro tIcropsig ) 
tr(I0)(0 1 0)(01) = (0 1 0)(0 1 0) = 1 . 
On the other hand, the probability 21(1) for the outcome 1 is: 
11 ( 1) = tr(Aril- NOW) = &(Jr' itgi pBT') 
= tr(1 1)( 1 1 0)(0 1) = ( 1 1 0)(0 1 1 ) = O. 
Therefore Bob has the outcome 0 with certainty. 
In similar fashion, it can be shown that Bob's outcome becomes 1 with 
certainty if Alice has the outcome 1. 
We now provide a more geometrically precise explanation for this thought 
experiment. Firstly, let us see how the fact that Alice has an equal 50% 
probability for each outcome can be explained in terms of our geometrical 
picture. 
Recall that the probability p(m) for the outcome m is obtained by 
calculating twice the inner product (Antkm , pBs)c, in the Hilbert space 
Hs(2,C), namely 
p(m) = 2 Kiffnitiini , pss) c = tr (1Clnit kn,p5s) --= 1 
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Now remember that, in this case, 
pBS = —1 I and kmt 	= Im)(7711, 2 
where m=0 or 1. 
Then, as a basis for Alice's Hilbert space Hs(2,C), let us choose the set 
{i,r,ri,r1}, where r -0-1 , r l a2 and 1' 1 = irr i 03 (compare (6.50) 
and Example 3.3). Therefore, using this basis, we have 
1 
pi3 = —
2
1 , 
- 1ç10t1f10 =  
kit/C/i = 11)(11 = 
Then, we see that the probability p(m) can be also calculated in terms of 
{PA}-coordinates as shown in the equation (4.6): 
1 
p(0) = 2 (flo tko,PBs )c = —2 (/ + f
1 , ./)
c 
1 	 1 
= —2 (1 x 1+1 x 
and 
\ 	1 
P(1) = 2 (1ClitiCil ' PBS )C = 
/ 
C 
1 	 1 
= 	(1 x 1 — 1 x = —
2
. 
Now let us see what is going on by drawing a diagram (see Figure 1). 
Despite the fact that Mmt/Um and p8s are vectors in the 4-dimensional 
Hilbert space Hs(2,C), it is sufficient to focus on its subspace spang, 
(or the popi -plane) since ji= j5i = 0. In Figure 1, the first Bloch 'ball' T331 is 
illustrated as a line segment, while the three vectors MotMo, Mi tMi and PBS 
are also shown. Clearly, from the figure, the inner products (Mo tMo,PBs)c 
and (MitMi,PBs)c  are equal, so that the probabilities p(0) and p(1) are 
also equal. 
Now let us turn to Bob's Hilbert space HT(2,C), and explain, using a 
similar diagram, why he always obtains the outcome 0 right after Alice found 
her outcome 0. 
We choose the set {/, P121 fis,P14}, where t12-a- —al, f13 	0'2 and 
F 14 iF 12F 13  = 0.3, as a basis for Bob's Hilbert space HT(2,C) (compare 
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lgoch 
Figure 1: This diagram shows the popi -plane in Alice's Hilbert space H(2, C). 
In the plane, the first Bloch 'ball' B 31, is represented as the line segment between 
the points (-1,1) and (1,1), whereas the operators MotMo, M1tM1  and ps s are 
illustrated as vectors. 
(6.55) and Example 3.3). Then we have 
1 	- 
PsT1 	1 0)(0 1= 	+ ri4), 
- 
gotfiro =10)(01= -Cr+ri4), 
- 
gitgi 	1 1 )( 1 1= 	— r14). 
Therefore the probability for each outcome is: 
/AO) = 2 Kgo t iCro, PsTi ) =(I + P14, I -1- t"  14) c 
1 = -
2 
(1x14-1x1)=1, 
and 
//( 1) = 2 Kgi tfili, Ps71C  = (1- + P147/ P14)c 2 
= 	(1 x 1 + 1 x (- 1)) = 0. 
Geometrically, this is explained as follows (see Figure 2). Analogously to 
Alice's case, we need to consider only the subspace span{I,11 14} (Or poi)14 - 
plane) of HT(2,C) since -th2 = -th3 = 0. As its counterpart on H(2, C), the 
second Bloch 'ball' .13. is drawn as a line segment, and the vectors /C/otgo, 
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/cri t/Vi and p8T' are shown in Figure 2. Clearly, the fact that p874 = kot /Cro 
indicates that 
p'(0) = 2 (./Crot go, PBT')c, = 2 11 19871 11c2 = 
2 x = 1, 
where the equation (4.23) is applied, while the picture shows that p8T' and 
Ni tNi are orthogonal, so that 
p'(1) = 2 (gitiCTI,PBT')c, 0. 
Then the question is "Why was Bob's reduced density operator changed 
into pBT1 as a consequence of the measurement done by Alice who is far apart 
from Bob?". The answer of this question may be given as follows. 
Alice's reduced density operator was originally in the maximally mixed 
state 8S,  which corresponds to the maximally entangled state ps for the 
composite system (i.e. C = .A4(p85) = 1). Then, right after her measure-
ment, her reduced density operator changed into the pure state pBs', which 
corresponds to the separable state pB' (i.e. C = A4(p8S/ ) = 0). However, 
because of the correlation equation between the concurrence and the mixed-
nesses, namely 
(6.65) 
the state of Bob's reduced density operator must be changed into a pure 
state. In other words, Bob's reduced density operator was forced to relocate 
from the centre of the second Bloch ball B 2 to its boundary, that is, the 
second Bloch sphere. 
In similar fashion, the other phenomena of the "EPR paradox" can 
be satisfactorily explained in terms of our geometrical description based on 
Clifford algebra. 
However we must emphasise that, unlike the EPR example, if Alice's 
and Bob's qubits are in a separable pure state, a measurement done by one 
of them does not affect the other's measurement outcome. We give a reason 
for this fact as a closing remark. 
Suppose that their qubits are in a separable pure state described by a 
density operator p. From Proposition 6.2, we see that p = ps pT , where ps 
and pT are the reduced density operators for subsystem S and T, respectively. 
Note that Proposition 6.3 indicates that ps and pT are in pure states. 
C = M(PB s' ) = M(PBT1 ), 
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Figure 2: The figure illustrates the p0 1514-plane in Bob's Hilbert space HT(2, C). 
In this plane, the second Bloch 'ball' B32 is shown as the line segment connecting the 
points (-1, 1) and (1, 1), and the operators gotgo, NitNi and p8TI are represented 
as vectors. 
Now suppose that Alice makes a measurement which is described by the 
measurement operator Mm = Mm 0 I, where m = 0 or 1, as seen before. 
Then immediately after her measurement, p changes to 
mmpmm t 	(k'in i)(ps pT)(A/Y mt I) 
=' 	 = 	  tr(MmtAimP) tr ((ffmtkm 0 i)(ps pT)) 
(f4mpskmt pT) 	(IcInpskmt pT) 
tr(J2t ntiimps)tr(pT) 	tr(Antfimps) • 
Therefore 
pTI  = tr S(191) 
.tr(ffmpS ,km t ) p T  p T 
tr(Mmt MmpS) 
Hence the probability for the measurement outcome n is 
p'(n) = tr(gn t -Arnpn = tr(gntgnpT) = p(n). 
This means that Alice's measurement has no influence upon Bob's measure-
ment outcomes. 
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7 Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have explored the geometrical aspects of quantum states 
with the help of Clifford algebras. 
We introduced the complex Clifford algebra C/N(C) and its matrix rep-
resentation Mat(D, C), where N = 2n, D =r and n is an arbitrary natural 
number, as a platform for our geometrical description of quantum states. We 
showed that the matrix representation Mat(D, C) is naturally equipped with 
the Clifford algebra inner product and the Clifford algebra metric, so that 
Mat(D,C) can be regarded as a Hilbert space and a Riemannian manifold. 
Furthermore we proved that the space QD of all D x D pure density op-
erators, which is completely characterised by the Fierz identities and the 
normalisation condition, can be considered as a smooth manifold, and, in 
fact, it is diffeomorphic to the complex projective space C1PD-1 . More-
over the naturally derived fibre bundle projection S 2D-1 CPD-1 , which 
maps a normalised vector ti) E 82D-1 to the corresponding equivalence class 
z c cpD-1, provides the natural correspondence between the two formula-
tions of quantum mechanics, namely, the state vector and the density oper-
ator formulations. 
We provided more concrete discussions on the single qubit and two-
qubit cases in terms of our Clifford algebra description. For single qubit 
states, we defined the `mixedness' for a generic state, which also plays a 
vital role in the two-qubit case, and showed that the space Q2 is identified 
with CP 1 as a Riemannian manifold. In the case of two-qubit pure states, 
with the help of the reduced density operators, we explicitly described the 
geometry of the space Q4 alongside the Fierz identities. In particular, we 
showed that the concurrence C of a two-qubit pure density operator is noth-
ing but the `mixedness' of the reduced density operator for the subsystem 
corresponding to each qubit, and it can be explicitly expressed in terms of 
the {pA}-coordinates. From this viewpoint, the phenomena of the "EPR 
paradox" can be explained in a satisfactory manner. 
Further investigations 
The work presented in this thesis represents only the initial part of an ex-
tended investigation of the role of Clifford algebras in the geometry of en-
tanglement. There are several areas in which further work is needed, which 
could have been pursued if extra time had been available, as well as some 
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more substantial research questions. 
Firstly, an obvious extension of our discussion is to describe the geom-
etry of entanglement in n-qubit cases, where n > 3, in terms of our Clifford 
algebra formulation. In the higher dimensional cases, the correlation between 
the concurrence of a two-qubit pure density operator and the `mixedness' of 
the reduced density operators could be generalised, and they would play 
key roles. Then, with the help of this generalisation, phenomena of entan-
glement such as quantum teleportation (see [161) could be examined in a 
similar manner to our "EPR paradox" example. 
Secondly, in this thesis we did not examine whether the space QD of 
all D x D pure density operators and the complex projective space CPD-1 
are identical as Riemannian manifolds apart from in the single qubit case. 
This should be proved by showing that the metric on QD, which is naturally 
induced from the Clifford algebra metric on Mat(D,C), is nothing but the 
Fubini-Study metric on CPD-1 . (A related discussion for the case of Dirac 
spinors has been given by Crawford [5].) 
Finally, a significant extension of the thesis work would be to relate the 
Clifford algebra description of the density operators to algebraic geometry. 
The Fierz identities are a set of homogeneous quadratic equations in D 2 real 
coordinates, each of whose zero set, as well as the normalisation condition, 
defines a hypersurface, as shown in section 4.2, and the intersection of all 
the hypersurfaces turns out to be diffeomorphic to CP D-1 . Furthermore the 
space of all separable pure density operators would be obtained by adding 
some extra non-Fierz equations as a submanifold of CP D-1 . This geometrical 
hierarchy could be explored from the algebraic geometrical viewpoint. For 
example, for the two-qubit case, we saw that the space of all separable pure 
density operators was considered as the submanifold 8 2 x 82 — 
of CP3 . This could be explained, from the viewpoint of algebraic geometry, 
in relation to the Segre embedding (see [19]) in the context of our Clifford 
algebra formulation. (A related discussion has been given by Zyczkowski 
and Bengtsson [24].) 
r= CP 1 x CP1 
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APPENDIX 
A Complex projective spaces CP' 
Throughout this thesis, the complex projective spaces CP"' play a crucial 
role. Thus, in this section, we provide the definitions of CPm and some of 
their properties, which characterise CP as Kahler manifolds. 
The complex projective space CP' is defined as follows. 
For any (zi, z2, 	, z,,±1), (4, 	, zmf +1 ) E (Cm+1 ) * 	Cm+1 {0}, 
an equivalence relation is defined as follows. 
(Zi, Z2, 	Zni-1-1)  
if there exists A E C 	C {0} such that 
= Az: for all i = 1,2, .. , m + 1. 
Then CPm is defined by 
cm 	(Cm+1 ) */' = 	z2 : • : zm+11 I (z 1 , Z2, • . . ,zrn+i) E  
where [z 1 : z2 : • • : zn,±1 ] is the equivalence class (called the homogeneous 
coordinates) to which (z 1 , z2, 	,zm+i) belongs. 
Equivalently, CPm can be defined in the following way. 
For any (z i , z2, 	, zm+i ), (4, 4 	, zmi +1 ) E S2n1+1 , an equivalence 
relation — is defined as follows. 
/ 
(Zi, Z2, ... Zm+1) 	k 21, Z2, • • • Zrrtf +1) 
if there exists x E [0,27) such that 
= eixz: for all i = 1,2, . , m + 1. 
Then CPm is defined by 
cpm 82n+1 1, = "z1 : z2  : • • : zm+ii I (z1, z2, 	, z,n+1 ) c 
Note that, since e iX E S l U(1), 
cpm 	 s2m±4/u( 1 ) . 
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Then it is easily seen that the above two definitions are equivalent. 
Now we give an informal definition of a fibre bundle as follows. A 
fibre bundle has five features, namely, the total space E, the base space 
B, the projection p, the fibre F and the group of bundle G. E, B and F 
are topological spaces and p is a continuous surjection from E onto B. In 
addition, for any point x in B, there exists an open neighbourhood U such 
that p-i (U)=== U x F. In other words, a fibre bundle is locally homeomorphic 
to the product topological space U x F, and for each x in B, 73 -1 (x) is 
homeomorphic to the fibre F. The simplest example of fibre bundles is a 
product space B x F, which is called a trivial bundle (see [21] for more 
details). 
The complex projective space CPm is naturally equipped with the fi-
bre bundle structure in the following way. The definition of CP' naturally 
induces the map 
h: 
s2rn+1 —4 
(Zi, Z2, • • • Zm+1) 
CPm 
[zi : Z2 : • • • : Zni±i] • 
Then, regarding the map h as the bundle projection, S 2m+ 1 	CPm be- 
comes a S I fibre bundle. (For more details see, for example, [4] pp.507.) 
The complex projective space CP' turns out to be an m-dimensional 
Kahler manifold, which is a complex manifold endowed with a Kahler metric. 
In fact, the fact that CPm is an m-dimensional complex manifold can be 
shown in the following way. 
Theorem A.1. The complex projective space Crz is an m-dimensional 
complex manifold. 
Proof. Put z 	[z1 : z2 : • • • : z,n+1] and Uj 	{z E Crn izi 	0}. Then 
z E U1 is represented as 
z = [1: 	: a :•..: C1+ 1 ], 	where (1. = 
Now we consider the map 
Cm 
1. z 	= (a, a, • • • , Clin+ 1 ) • 
It is easily seen that 	is a biholomorphism onto Cm, so that it gives local 
coordinates on U1. Similarly, on U3 , we define local coordinates 
Cm 
z 	i.= 	, 	
(.31+1, 	cin+1 ) , 
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where (4 = 	 • zi/zi Evidently cj is also biholomorphic. On Uj n Uk, we have 3 	-  
1 CIF — 
cj , 
sk 
where j k, k 1 and / j. 
Hence the coordinate transformations 
-1 
° 	Ick(Uinuk) 
c- j  ck(u; n uk) 	<(ui n uk ) c cm 
Ck (z) (i(z) 
r 1 	,..3 -1 ,..3 -1-1 	m+1 
where (j (z) = (--, • - • , ss•-•-, '-=k---„ --Ck ), are biholomorphic. Therefore 
CZ 	CI, 	CI, 	CZ 
CPm is considered as a rn-dimensional complex manifold obtained by the 
(m + 1)-copies of Cm via the biholomorphisms r ( I ,..7 ° ,k-l iCk (UjnUk)* 	D 
The natural Kahler metric on CP' is called the Fubini-Study metric. 
The definition of the Fubini-Study metric on CP' is given as follows. 
For given two points [zi, 	, 	[zi -1-dzi, 	, zrn-4-Fdz,,±11 E CPm, 
the distance ds between them is 
	
m+ 1 	dzk] zr ,*. dzki* 
ds2 = 2 E  
j,k=1 	
Izil 4 (A.1) 
where index commutator notation is used, so that 
1 , 
zu,wk] = -2 kziwk — zkwi)• 
(For more details see, for example, [10].) 
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B Single and two-qubit pure states and the Hopf 
bundles 
In this section, we give a summary of the Hopf bundle description of single 
qubit and two-qubit pure states, which is presented by Mosseri and Dan-
doloff [151. In their formulation, the space of the single qubit pure states is 
described as the first Hopf bundle S 3 S2 , and this view precisely agrees 
with our Clifford algebra description. However, in their case, the space of 
two-qubit pure states is considered as the second Hopf bundle S7 S4 along 
with the quaternions, which is quite different from our view. 
B.1 Complex projective space CP 1 and the first Hopf bundle 
The complex projective space CF' is defined in the way which is shown in 
Appendix A. Furthermore, importantly, we can see that CF' is nothing but 
S2 . To see this, we first prove the following theorem. 
Theorem B.1. The complex projective space CIP 1 is identified with the 2- 
dimensional sphere S 2 as a smooth manifold (i.e. CIP1 is diffeomorphic to 
S2), and a diffeomorphism between CIP 1 and 52 may be given by 
,... 
	
cp1 	S2 7 : 	 (B.1) 
[zi : z2] I--- 	(X0, X1) X2) 7 
X0 = 2Re(4,Z2), 	x1 = 2.1M(4,Z2)7 	x2 -= I Z2 1 2 — I Z112 	and where 	 1 1 
1z11 2 +1z21 2 ---- 1. 
Proof. To see that the map 7r is in fact a diffeomorphism, firstly notice that 
the points (xo , xi , x2 ) are surely located in S2 since 
X02 ± x1 2 ± x22 = 41 4 z2 12 	(1
z2 12 _ izi1 2) 2 = ( 1z11 2 ± i z2 12) 2 = 1. 
Secondly 7r does not depend on choice of representative element for each 
equivalence class [zi. : z21. To see this, let us choose (eaxzi, e ixz2) E S3 as 
another representative for the equivalence class [z i. : zd. In this case, we 
have 
(eix,z1 ) * (eixz2 ) = (e—ixzn(ei( .z2) =4z2 , 
and 
Ieix z2 1 2 — IeziI 2 = 1 z2 1 2 — 1 z 11 2 . 
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<"? = Z2/Z1 
(T 1 
	
I ui 	S2 
Z = [Z1 : Z21 	(X0, Xi, X2) 
7rlu1 0 <7 1 
This shows that 7r is independent of choice of (zi, z2) and, therefore, well-
defined. 
Next we show that 71 is bijective. Now note that 
CP1 	[z1 : z2] = [zizi* : z2zil = [izii 2 z1 *z2] 
Thus, for (xo, xl , x2) E S2 , we can always find its inverse image under this 
map by putting 
2 	1X2 zi*z2  . X0 + iX1 -  1Z11 = and 	. 2 	 2 
In this case, z 1 is not uniquely determined but this inverse image does. not 
depend on choice of z1. To see this, let us choose another candidate e ixzi, 
which satisfies the equation 
	
leiXZi I
2 = 1 - X2 
  	
2 
This time we are forced to choose e ixz2 instead of z2 since 
(e1x.zi ) * (eixz2) = 4z2 = xo + ixi  
2 
However, we still have the same inverse image of (xo, xl, x2) since 
[ezxzi , eix zd = [zi, Z2] • 
This shows that 7r is bijective. 
Lastly, to complete the proof that the map 7r is a diffeomorphism, we 
show that both 7r and 7r -1 are smooth. From Theorem A.1, we see that, in 
the case of CP 1 , two coordinate systems (U1, (i) and (U2, (2) can be chosen. 
If z E U1 , we have the composite map 
Now we put ( a for simplicity, then 
24z2 	2( xo + ix i = 24z2 = 2 
+ 1z21 2 	1(1 2 + 1' 
and 
1 	1 2 	1 	12 	
Z1 2 - 1 	1 2 	1(1 2  
X2 	.Z2. - Z1 = I 
Z2 I
2 1z11 2 + 1z21 2 	1(1 2 + 1 
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Therefore 
2ReC 21mC K1 2 — 1 ) (Xo, Xl, X2) — I2+ 
1 K1 2 + 1  K1 2 + 1) 
This is nothing other than the inverse map of the stereographic projection 
C 	S2 \ {(0, 0, 1)}, and clearly it is smooth [23]. 
Similarly, if Z E U2, we have 
ir u, 0 C2 • 
= z 1 /z2 
- 1 
'52 -> U2 
Z = [Zi : 2.2] 
7 1[12 S2 
(X0, X1, X2) 
Then, putting e q, we have 
2e* 	 1 —  xo + ixi = 	 and x2 = 
+ 1 lel 2 + 1 • 
Therefore 
2Ree 	2/77te 1 — 1e1 2 
(Xo, X1, X2) = 
+ 	+ 1 le1 2 + 1 ) • 
This is also the inverse of the stereographic projection C —> S 2 \ 1(0, 0, —1)1, 
and it is smooth. Hence the bijection 7r is a diffeomorphism from CP 1 onto 
S2 0
Remark. The point (eixzi , eixz2) is on a great circle, which is uniquely 
determined by each (zi , z2), in S3 . In fact, this great circle is nothing but 
the fibre of each point [z i : z2 ] in the base space S2 for the first Hopf bundle, 
which we will see below. 
For Cl?', the Fubini-Study metric defined by (A.1) agrees with the stan-
dard round metric on the Bloch sphere (or Riemann sphere) S 2 . In fact, for 
the above coordinate system (f/ l , (1 ), this metric is expressed as 
dx2 + dy2  cls 2 = ciCtIC 
(1 + r2 ) 2 = 
d0 2 + sin2 Odcp2 , 	(B.2) 
( 1 + K1 2 ) 2 
where = z2/z i = x+ iy, and r2 (C* = x2 ± y2 , while 0, cp are the usual 
spherical coordinates, given by projecting the sphere down to the complex 
plane, with tan(0/2) = r, cos cp = xlr and sin so = y/r. 
Note that, here, if 0 = 0, we have r = 0, so that co is not defined. 
However, in this case, 0 = 0 leads to ds2 = d02 , and the metric is safely 
defined. On the other hand, if 0 = it , which corresponds to the north pole 
on S2 , Equation (B.2) does not make sense since the condition tan(0/2) = r 
is not valid. 
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Similarly, for the coordinate system (U2, (2), this metric is denoted as 
ds2 =  dede* (1 + I1 2 ) 2 
= dx'2 + dy/2 
(1 + 7-'2)2 - def2 ± Sill2 014/
2 , (B.3) 
where e = zi/z2 = x' + iy', r'2 = ee* = x'2 + y'2 , tan(072) = r', cos' = 
x' 17. 1 and sin (191 = y'/r'. Note that, similarly to the previous case, if 0' = 7r 
(i.e. the south pole), Equation (B.3) is invalid. 
However, since 
	
1 	1 	1 
C x + zy r 
on U1 n U2, we have 
x 	 1 
x' 	' = -, y = --5-y 	' and r = -
r
. 
r r 
In addition, we have 
0' I 	1 1 	fir 0) tan - - = T = = 	 
r tan(0/2) 
= tan (- - - 
2 2 
x' 	x 	x 
-  = 	= -r = -
r 
= cosy; = cosHo), r' 	r2 
since,' = -y'  = -yr = -- Y = -since = sin(-co). 
ri 	r2 	r 
This indicates that we can choose a coordinate transformation between 
(U1, (1) and (U2, (2) which satisfies 
1 
0' = 7r - 0 and (p' = -yo. 
Then, 
dt9' = -d0, dyo' = -dcp and sin0' = sin(7 - 0) = sin0 
lead to 
d0'2 + sin20'dep'2 = (-d0) 2 + sin20(-4)2 = d0 2 + sin2042 . 
This shows that (B.2) and (B.3) coincide completely on U1nu2. Furthermore, 
if 0 = 71", we have 0' = 7r - 7r = 0, so that the metric can be written as 
ds2 = d0'2 = (-d0) 2 = d02 . 
This means that the metric is expressed, entirely on S 2 (i.e. 0 < 0 < ir and 
0 < co < 27r), as 
ds2 = d02 + sin2 042 . 
COSW
/ 
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Remark. The above discussion indicates that CP 1 is isometric to 82 , so that 
they are equivalent as Riemannian manifolds (see the footnote on page 35). 
In addition, the definition of CP 1 naturally yields the first Hopf map 
S3 	cpi S2 
	
h : 	 (B.4) 
(z i z2) 	[z i : z2 ] 1-4 (Xch Xi, X2) 
Consequently, we have the first Hopf bundle with the total space S3 , the 
base space S2 and the projection h. It is easy to see that local triviality 
holds. Indeed, the equation (2.3), namely 
0 	0 
eix (cos 	+ ei`P sin -p)) , 	x,c E [0, 2r) and 0 e [0,7r), 
implies the local triviality of this fibre bundle. 
However, the first Hopf bundle is non-trivial. In fact, we know that, 
from cohomology theory [23], 
H 1 (S2 x 81 ) Z and H1 (S3 ) =0. 
On the other hand, if the fibre bundle is trivial (i.e. S 3 '-=-  S2 x 8 1 ), the fact 
that cohomology groups are topological invariants leads to 
H1 (S2 x S 1 )'"=-' H1 (S3 ), 
which contradicts the above facts. Therefore the first Hopf bundle can not 
be trivial. 
B.2 Single qubit pure states and the first Hopf bundle 
According to Mosseri and Dandoloff [15], the set of single qubit pure states 
can be identified with the first Hopf bundle S3 	S2 as follows. 
The first Hopf map (the projection p of the first Hopf bundle) is, in 
this case, defined as the composition of a map h i. from S3 to R2 U fool and 
an inverse stereographic map h2 from r 2 U1001 to 82 : 
53 —> R2 U {oo} 
(a,13)  
R2 U fool ---+ 	82 
C 	(X,Y, Z)  
a, E C 	 (B.5) 
x2 + Y2 + z2 1, (B.6) 
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where 
X = (cri),/, = (010-110) = 2Re(a* [3), 
Y = (cr2)1, = (1pla2 171') = 21m(&13), 0), 
Z 	(a3)1,b = (01(730) = 1a1 2 - 101 2 . 
Note that the map h2 o h 1 and its image S2 are nothing but the canonical 
projection from S3 onto the complex projective space CP 1 '"=-' S2 and a Bloch 
sphere, respectively. Furthermore fool goes to the north pole (0, 0, 1) of the 
S2 by the h2 map. 
In addition, note that for any 10) E S3 and x E [0,27], 
(e ixa) * (eixi3) = (e-ixce)(eix0) = a* 	and 
le ixal 2 	1e1x 01 2 = 1ce1 2 - 101 2 ' 
Hence, both l/P) and expix17/4 are mapped to the same point (X, Y, Z) in the 
base space 52 • This shows that our fibre bundle for the single qubit states 
has the fibre S 1 which is parameterized by x. 
B.3 Quaternions 
The quaternions are members of the noncommutative algebra with the fun-
damental formula 1 2 = j2 =- k2 = ijk = -1, which was invented as analogy to 
the complex numbers. With the imaginary units i, j, k and the fundamental 
above formula, the quaternions are represented in the form 
q = xo + xii + x2j + x3k 	Xo, Xi, X2, X3 E R 
Equivalently, by using the complex numbers Cl = xo + x i i and c2 = x2 + x3i, 
they can also be written in the form q =- c1 + c2j. 
The conjugate of a quaternion q is given by 
= xo - x i - x2j - x3k = - c2j. 
and its norm WI is defined by 
Iql = -■Rd = 	+ le21 2  = \ I 4 + + 4 + 
Therefore, obviously, the equation lqi = 1 represents a unit 3-sphere. Also, 
the inverse q -1 of the quaternion q is given by: q-1 = 
(B.7) 
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The quaternions are closely related to four vectors. In that sense, a 
quaternion q can be interpreted as the sum of a scalar part S(q) and a 
vector part V(q). That is, 
	
q = S(q) + V (q) 	S(q) = xo 	V (q) = x i i + x2j + x3k. 
A quaternion is said to be real if V(q) = 0, and purely imaginary if S(q) = 0. 
In addition, a quaternion can be written in an exponential form as 
q = lqlexp(cot) = 	(cos (i) + t sin yo), 
where cp is a real number and t is a unit purely imaginary quaternion. We see 
that , by letting t = i, the complex numbers are contained in the quaternions. 
Note that quaternion multiplication is non-commutative so that 
exp(cpt)exp(Au) = exp(cot + Au) 
only if t = u. 
B.4 Two-qubit pure states and the second Hopf bundle 
In the case of two-qubit pure states, the bundle projection (namely the Hopf 
map) can be defined in the similar manner to the single qubit case as follows. 
Suppose that 
= + 	42 = 	(51 
	q i ,q2 E H. 	(B.8) 
Then, 102 + 1,72 12 = ia l2 + 1 0 12 + 1,7 12 ± loi2 = 1 implies that (qi , q2 ) represents 
a point in S7 . The Hopf map from the total space S7 to the base S4 is the 
composition of a map h1 from S7 to R4 U {00}, and an inverse stereographic 
map h2 from R4 U {oo} to S4 . 
57 —> R4 U fool 
(qi, 42) 	Q = (4142-1 ) * 
1 1: 4 u {00} S4 
(Xo, Xi, X2, X3, X4) 
Similarly to the previous single qubit case, the map h 1 is the canonical 
projection from S7 onto the quaternionic projective space HP'. It is well-
known that this fibre bundle (called the second Hopf bundle) is also non-
trivial. Furthermore, it can be easily seen that the fibre of the bundle is 
S3 . 
q2 E H, 	(B.9) 
4 E x?= 1. (B.10) 
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In addition, the above Hopf map has the following coordinate expres-
sions. 
xo = cos212 = 1qi 1 2 —1q21 2 = la1 2 +101 2 —1-y1 2 —151 2 , 	(B.11) 
xi = sin212S(C2') = 2Re(ce*-y + 0* (5), 	 (B.12) 
X2 = sin2C114(q) = 21m(ce*-y + 0*(5), (B.13) 
X3 = sin212Iii(q) = 2Re(a5 — 07), 	 (B.14) 
X4 = sin2C217k(q) = 21m(a5 — 07), (B.15) 
where sin212 21q111q21, Q' = Hp' and 
= s((2')+v(c2') = s(Q') +14(0i + 	+vk(c2')k 
with S(C2'), Vi(C/), 	17k(q) E R. 
Remark. Similarly to the single qubit case, the above coordinate expres-
sions can be rewritten by using the Pauli matrices as follows. Firstly, let us 
define J as the (antilinear) 'conjugator', an operator which takes the complex 
conjugate of all complex numbers in an expression (here, J acts on the left-
hand side in the scalar product below). Then, define the antilinear operator 
E by: E = —J(a-2 0 cr2 ). Now, we see that 
xo = (0-3 0 	= (01c13 0 /10) = la1 2 +101 2 — 171 2 — 1 5 1 2 1 
X1 = (ai 0 /)'I) = (Olai 0 /10) = 2Re(a*-y + 13*(5), 
X2 = (a2 	1-)0 = (01a2 ®Il)= 2/m(a*-y + 0* (5), (B.16) 
X3 = Re(E),i, = 2Re(a8 — 
X4 1-771(E)0 = 21m(ce6 — 0-)'). 
Furthermore, we can define the concurrence C, which is widely used 
for quantifying entanglement, in terms of the S7 description by 
C = 1(E)11 = 2 1a5 — /371- 
	 (B.17) 
Note that C varies over the range 0 < C < 1, and C vanishes for non-entangled 
states. 
Finally, we provide a rough topological picture of the space of two-qubit 
pure states. Under the Hopf map h2 o h1 , the image of all separable states 
becomes the two dimensional sphere x 02 + x 1 2 + x2 2 = 1 in the base space 
S4 since a = fry (or C = 0) leads to x3 = x4 = 0. Also, in this case, it 
turns out that the fibre reduces to S2 . Therefore, the subset of all separable 
states in the total space S 7 is S2 x S2 , where each S2 is the Bloch sphere for 
each qubit. 
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On the other hand, all entangled states are mapped onto the complement 
S4 \ S2 of the Bloch sphere in the base space S 4 by the Hopf map. Then, 
it can be shown that 54 \ S2 is a disjoint union of circles S I- , and, on each 
circle, the fibre S3 reduces to the real projective space RP3 '=":' S3 /7Z2. 
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C Fierz identities for two-qubit pure states 
In this appendix, we use the identities (I) to (VI) (see Section 6.1), which 
have been derived by exploiting the condition that p has rank 1, as derived 
in Corollary 4.6, to compute the following 9 Fierz identities for the two-
qubit case. At the end of the appendix, a sample calculation is given as a 
comparison, of a Fierz identity for the product po2 coming directly from the 
method of equation (4.16). 
(F1) po 2 pi 2 p2 2 p3 2 p4 2 7;2 
(F2) po2 7)1 2 -p-2 2 --p3 2 754 2 --p-2 
(F3) po2 p 2 752 2 ± 	_ 2 P13 +142+342  P 	P 
(F4) POP1 -P-13 /53 = %512152 + 7514 -P-4 
(F5)  
(F6)  
(F7)  
(F8)  
(F9)  
PO4 = P1P514 -1- P21524 -I-  f3/934 
P2P3 = -th2i53 + 1513152 -I- 7524//34 
P3 /524 = P2/534 + P4723 -1- -P-1 
— 
PC/ 5-F Pli5 + 714%5 + -/1471 + P2%5'3 7524i53 = P023 P1P23 
+ 7514 -P23 ± 754 -P'23 + P27513 P3 -/512 -I- P3/52 ;634%52 -P-12;634 7513%524 
P37)13 /5131534 = P0P4 -1- PC/51 P1P4 P1i)1 p47514 + p4/34 
+ 151415-1 + ;51104 + p2ih2 + p2752 + P3 	+ /73f-3  + 75127524 4- ;5241)2- 
To see how we obtain the above 9 identities, firstly note that we have the 
following identities for complex numbers a, 13,7 and 6: 
_ 0. 61 2 ± iceo ± 7* (51 2 
	
= la*7 + 0* O1 2 + la* 0 — 7* (5 1 2 	(C.1) 
O a r + 1812) (I012 ± 1 712) , 
la*0 - 76*I 2 + la*6 + 0*7 1 2 
= la*0 +'y6*1 2 + Ices - 0*7 1 2 
	
(C.2) 
= (1 a 1 2 ± 171 2 ) (101 2 + 1 8 1 2 ) 7 
la*6 - 021 2 + la* -y + #(5* 1 2 
la* + 07*1 2 + la*7 - 06*I 2 
	
(C.3) 
= (1a1 2 + 101 2 ) ( 171 2 +1 6 1 2 ) • 
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Meanwhile, from the {pA}-coordinates (6.17) to (6.32), we have 
4Ia1 2 
41/31 2 
4 171 2 
41(51 2 
4a*f3 
4a0* 
4-y*(5 
4-y(5* 
4a*-y 
4a-y* 
4[3*(5 
405* 
4a* 
4a5* 
4,3*-y 
407* 
po 	— 1514 - 754, 
= PO ± + ;514 ± 154, 
PO - P1 - 1514 ± 
PO - P1 ± 1514 - 754, 
= (-16'12 — 	+ 416'13 - %53), 
= (-'1512 i52) - .47513 - /33)) 
= (-1512 + 2) + 4;513 + )53), 
= (--/512 -152) - 4/613 + 
= (-15 + ;523) + 4;51 + P4), 
(-15- ± -/523) 4 -151 + P4), 
(-7)-1623) + 4161 -P4), 
= (-16- 7123) - i(7)1 -P4), 
( ,. 34 - P3, + i,P2 P24 ) , 
= (fi.34 - /33) i(P2 - 15-24), 
( 	( 	) 34 ± P3, -1-2',P2 	, 24,, 
(i534 	133) 	i(P2 	-/524) . 
2 - 2 	2 , - 2 - 2 , 	2 PO P14 = P2 m P13 m P34 m P2 
- 	- 	- 2 
= P3
2 
 ± P12
2 
 + P24
2 
 ± P3 7 
2 	2 	2 , 	2 	2 	-2 Po Pi = P2 1- p3 + p4 + p 
	
- 2 - 2 1 - 2 , 	2 
= P23 	P24 	P34 m P1 • 
Alternative forms of these equations may be 
1512 2 ± 7513 2 ± 7514 2 
 = 752 7;1 2 
P142 + T
32 2 ± 753 2 	
P1 2 + /5232 ± P42 ) 
1512 2 
 71-3 2 ± 7;4 2 	
P12 
p22 --p342 , 
(C.4) 
(C.5) 
(C.6) 
(C.7) 
(C.8) 
(C.9) 
(C.10) 
(C.11) 
(C.12) 
(C.13) 
(C.14) 
(C.15) 
(C.16) 
(C.17) 
(C.18) 
(C.19) 
into the equa- 
(C.20) 
(C.21) 
(C.22) 
(C.23) 
(C.24) 
(C.25) 
(C.26) 
(C.27) 
(C.28) 
Then, by substituting some of the equations (C.4) to (C.19) 
tions (C.1), (C.2) and (C.3), we have 
po 2 7542 = 	2 
P4 	P122 + 7)13 2 ± 7)23 2 
= 
7513 2 ± 132 2 + 7)42 
P1 2 ± P32 ± 1524 2 7 
%514 2 + 7524 2 + 1534 2 
7523 2 + i51. 2 ± ;54 2 
2 - 2 -2 
P4 ± P4 	p , 
P2 2 + P32 + ;614 2 
Now we turn to the identities (I) to (VI) on page 49, namely, 
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(I) (Ian (1131 2 ) = (a*0) (a0* ) 
(II) (1019 (171 2 ) = (0'0 (07* ) 
(III) (171 2 ) (161 2 ) = () *5) (75* ) 
(IV) (a*,3) (-y*S) = (a*6) WY') 
(V) (a*7) (MO) = (a*6) ( 3'7) 
(VI) (a*13) (13*7) 
	
(101 2 ) (a*7). 
Firstly we substitute the equations (C.4), (C.5), (C.8) and (C.9) into (I). 
Then we have 
+ 7513 2 ± 7;14 2 p02 p1 2) 
(/52 2 + 7)3 2 + ;54 2 + ;512 2 
+2(2 12  — i)31513 + i541614 — PoPi) = O. 
Similarly, from (III), the following equation is obtained: 
(/522 -fi32 -I- 154 2 ± ;512 2 + ;513 2 ± ;5142 - P0 2 - P1 2 ) 
—2 (752 -.P.12 -/53 - 13 + -P-41514 - POPO = 0. 
By adding the equations (C.29) and (C.30), we have 
2 	2 	2 	2 , 	2 , - 2 , - 2 _L - 2 
PO -I- 	= P2 -1- P3 "1" P4 -T- P12 -r P13 -1- P 14 
Furthermore, by substituting (C.23) into (C.31), we obtain 
P02 151 2 + 162 2 + 753 2 + i542 + /92 , 
which is one of our Fierz identities (F2). 
(C.29) 
(C.30) 
(C.31) 
(C.32) 
On the other hand, by subtracting (C.30) from (C.29), we obtain 
PoPi + P13P3 =16127)2 + 	 (C.33) 
which is the Fierz identity (F4). 
Next, by rewriting the equation (II) with the {pA}-coordinates in a 
similar manner, we have 
(p0 2 _4_ 7; 	2 	2 	2 	
2 
42 _ pl _ p2 _ 
	
P3 P14 - P24 ) - P34 4) 
+2 (Poi)4 — P1P14 — P21524 - P31534) = 0. 
However, from the equation (C.22) and, then, (C.27), 
2 190 ± -2 	2 	2 	
2 	2 
p-4 p1 p2 _ 
P3 	P14 - 1524 - ;5 2 34 
= p42 i)42 
2 13 - /5 2  14 - -/5 2  24 - 11 2 34 = 
(C.34) 
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Hence (C.34) reduces to the Fierz identity (F5): 
PO -P4 = P17114 + P2i)24 + P31534- 	 (C.35) 
We now look at the equation (IV) to transform it by the {pA}-coordinates. 
The equation changes into 
1P3 2 + 	+ 71242 + ;532 _ 102 2 p--132 ii342 _ -p.22) 
+2i (162%613 + 163 -19-12 + ;624/634 P2P3) = 0. 	(C.36) 
Then, since every PA  is real in the two-qubit pure state case (see Proposi-
tion 3.2), the following two identities are satisfied: 
P32 + -P-12 2 + -1524 2 + /63 2 = P22 + P13 2 + 1934 2 + 
	
(C.37) 
-
P2P3 = P2P13 + P3P12 + P24P34• 	 (C.38) 
By substituting the equation (C.2) into (C.37), it can be rewritten as 
P02 = 
p2 2 
▪ 
752 2 	-",-1 	
, 1 4 , 
- 
P 3
2 
 "1" P 2 1- P34 2 . 	 (C.39) 
Then we see that the equation (C.39) and (C.38) are nothing other than the 
identities (F3) and (F6), respectively. 
Now we focus on the identity (V). Similarly to the previous cases, we 
rewrite it with the {pit }-coordinates, so that we have 
(p22 p3 2 p42 ± 7/2 _ 7523 2 _ ;524 2 — ;634 2 — 151 2 ) 
	
+2i (P3 -P24 P2/634 + P4723 + 	= 0. 	(C.40) 
Then the following two identities are derived from this equation: 
p22 p32 p4 2 = i523 2 
1- P24 2 + /634 2 + 751 2 7 	(C.41) 
P024 = P2i634 + P4723 + Pir). 	 (C.42) 
The identity (C.42) is nothing but (F7), and, by substituting the equation 
(C.3) into (C.41), we have (F1), namely 
2 	2 	2 	2 	2 -2 Po = Pi + p2 +p3 +p4 + p .  
Lastly we substitute some of the {pA}-coordinate expressions into (VI), 
and obtain 
(P016 + P1 -16 + /614 -P. + %64f3-1- P2113 + /624/63 
+ P0/523 + P1/323 + ;6141523 -P4i523 + P27)13 
+ P3/612 -- P3152 + T)34;62 16121334 -- 7513%524) 
+2i (P3 -P-13 +1613 -fi34 P0P4 P0/61 P1194 
+P17)1 + P47114 + P4/64 + P14P1 + 751/64 + P012 
P3/534 + P3163 -- 15121)24 + T)24-/52) = 0. (C.44) 
(C.43) 
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Then this identity leads to 
Po;6 +Pir)+ -th4 -15 + /54 -05 + P2/53 + /524/53 
= P0 -1523 + P1 P23 + ii14/523 + 154/323 + P20313 
+ P3 -i-)12 + P3 -/52 + /534 -/52 + /512/534 + /513/524, 
and 
P31513 + -15131934 = POP4 + PO -/-51 + P1P4 + P1i51 + P4714 
+ P4 -)34 + /514%51 + /31/J4 + P21512 + p2752 
+ P3/334 + P3/33 + 7512/524 + -P-24/527 
which are (F8) and (F9), respectively. 
(C.45) 
(C.46) 
In relation to the direct identification of the quadratic Fierz identities via 
methods of Theorem 4.4, it should be noted that a complete enumeration in 
the current notation is unrealistic, since there are, in principle, 16 4 C/JKL's 
(albeit with many interrelationships). 
However, to demonstrate the completeness of the set (F1)-(F9), let us 
substitute for example the values / = 0, J = 0 in (4.16) (see also (4.10), 
(6.1)-(6.16)): 
1 
P0
2  = —4 E COKOL PKPL 7 
K,L 
where 
, 
CoICOL = -4 tr(i 01 Ki 01 L)• 
However, since ro = ./ and (4.1), 
1 
CoKOL = -4 tr(i L) = u.KL = OKL• 
This leads to the following 16-term Fierz identity, 
2 1 ‘—` 2 
PO = -
4 
2_, Pic (C.47) 
Finally, note that this identity is derivable from (F1) and (F2), with the help 
of Equations (C.22) and (C.23), as follows: 
by adding up the equations 
	
2 	2 	 2 Po = P1+P2 2 + P3 2 +P4+ P 
Po2 =  
P02 	2 	-2 101(51 	= -z2 	
2 	2 
23 	, p 1)24 '1- P34 
= -th2 2 +P-13 2  + /514 2 
2 	2 
PO = P0 , 
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we have 
'4po 2 = E 2 PK, 
K 
which is equivalent to equation (C.47). 
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